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Sophomores
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Juniors
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Seniors
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Class Membership
Student Congress

1987-88

Classification
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Graduate

Spring FT
Enrollment

1,164
833
822
900
226
3,945

Percentage
By Class

1987 - 88 *

Membership

29 . 5
21.1
20 . 8
22 . 8
5.7
100.0

*Apportionment based on Student Association Constitution
Article V, Section lB.
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Food Services l,as hired a person to make pizza from scratch for the pizza
service at Alumni Grill.
Pizza can be ordered for parties, different event
etc.
If alot of support for this service, the pizza service will expand
and start having pizza delivery serivce.
Melissa gave a list of suggestions for available concerts·,: for the Spring
Semester.
The group Regency has been booked fo~ this semester.
The ".Surf-up" game is Feb. 22 when MSU vs. Austin Peay
game.
Melissa is
going to check into getting lei~ for the game and a dance will follow the
basketball game.
There will be a local dj or a band.
Steve is going to send a letter to Porter Dailey pertaining to an increase
in the SGA Spring Semester Budget.
,
Steve is going to check into the price of luggage rack carts for the dorm.
be used to help the students-take their luggage to their rooms •

The carts will,·

.eith will be working on the SGA Scrapbook that will be on display at the annual SGA Banque
Applications will be available for the secretary position for the remaining of the semeste
Marilyn will be resigning because she will be student teaching. An ad will also be placed i
the Trail ··Blazer.
A day _of recognition will be set aside for the MSU Cheerleaders who recently won the honor
of being selected number one in their division.
Myron Doan will be working with SGA on the Leadership Conference that is set for January.
Steve ·1s still working on the attendance policy.
Steve and Keith will be working on the Campus Calendar and advertisement will be done
promoting the Campus Calendar.
RHA wants to work with SGA on improving the attendance at the MSU home basketball games.
Steve is going to talk to Richard Miles, the band director about the MSU Pep Band.
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TO:

Mr. Mike Mincey
Vice President for Student Development

FROM:

Mr. Steve Strathmann 57'President of Student Government Association

DATE:

January 19, 1988

RE:

Student Government Association Increased Budget for.
Spring Semester 1988

606-783-2298

As you and I have discussed, there are growing concerns throughout Student Congress of SGA, for an increased budget for the
Spring Semester of 1988.
The Executive Officers and the Student Congress feel most
fortunate to have a budget that can and will operate for the
entire student body, which consist of 6,490 students, with concerts, lectures and scholarship funding. We would like to increase
the student's advantages with an increased budget this semester of
$10,000.00. We feel that this extra funding will increase student
rete~tion, student awareness, and support our academic needs that
must be established to ensure a happy and pleasant atmosphere for
students, alumni, administration, staff and community.
·
The breakdown of spending would be allocated in this fashion:
1.

$5,000 for Reviewing Committee. This committee was
created for the Student Organizations on campus to
aid financial support to those organizations which
needed money for activities for the purpose of uniting all students of MSU. To give you a better understanding of what the committee consists of, I have
enclosed a copy of the executive meeting minutes in
which the guidelines were established.

2.

$2,000 for ACUI Recreational Tournament. Last
semester the SGA donated $1,600 to this group to be
used in February and is expected to be asked for more
funding due to the number of students participating in
the tournament. As Morehead State University is the
reigning champion, we feel obligated to support their
efforts. This is a national organization and bring
notoriety to MSU for recruitment purposes.

Memo to Mike Mincey
January 19, 1988
Page 2
3,

Campus Improvement. There has been a need from the
students standpoint to install more lighting in and
around the University. This project has been requested
by the Campus Improvement Committee.- Such a project
would not only aid students, but everyone that is
connected to MSU.

To give you a historical background of this year's SGA commitment to our university and contined support for Higher Education,
these facts should be stated: On July 1, 1987, the Student
Government Association's Special Events Fund was in the red
$8,500. In addition, the SGA, approved an expenditure for the
next three years that the SGA will allocate $7,000 per year for
ice machines and change machines in residence halls. While I
understand that this was an expenditure and a prior commitment
by a previous administration, I am attempting to point out that
we had over $15,000 less for Special Events Programming this year
in comparison to the 1986-87 year. In addition, the SGA during
the 1987 Fall Semester took the responsibility for the hearing on
tuition increase at Ashland Community College by providing the
transportation to and from the hearing. Also, our current SGA
administration has proposed and passed a bill for $2,000 for
lobbyist to represent MSU and Kentucky Higher Education at the
1988 State Legislature. This amount will probably be insufficient
after we have projected costs based on January expenses.
To accomplish these goals and still provide the type of programming students want, we feel that this allocation is a
necessity and must for successfully and happy atmosphere for
students to live and to learn.
Please advise me of the steps that I should take to possibly
receive these funds.
Enclosure
xc:

Porter Dailey
Larry Stephenson
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The meeting was called to order a t 5 : 00 p.m. by St eve Stra thmann and the roll was called
by Marilyn J ones.
Student Absent: Jeff Dunaway Timothea Branham Bryon Souder Todd Giles Tonya Jones
Vickie Strohneide r J . R. Stull John Williamson She rri Jackson Daric k Brown
Jill Br oo kbank Sheridan Martin Ada Miracle Jeri Miracle Terry Farme r
Executive Committee Repor t s
Pr esident . Each congre ss member was given a copy of Steve ' s report and he went over the
high points. He congratula t ed the MSU ' s Va r sity Che e rlea de rs, Women ' s Volleyball Team,
and the Women's Bowling Team for their winning a c hievement s . Steve and the executiv e
committee will be working on the attenda nce poljcy . li e is c hecking On the policy of using
the VCRs in the Residence Ha l ls . Myron Doan will be discussing wi th Dr. Gr o t e the process
of lett i ng the MSU Pep Band members receive 1 hr. credi t or ext r a credit fo r their work .
The SAFE Committ ee is working ha r d i n Frank[ort . Steve se nt a letter to Mike Mincey about
an increase in the SGA ' s budget . SGA will put up posters asking for donations for the
students whose l os t their belongs in a fire at Nunn Ha ll.
Vice- President . The parking ticket grace period has been worked on .
getting the s-tudent a etiv-w fee reduced .
l/e ~c.l

Treas ure r Report.

Gr eg will be working on

~ 6 •~ \"u ..-.-..6.,.,.

Administrative Fund
Special Events Fund

$ 8,85 7 . 42
$50 , 339 . 84

__ blic Relations .
Keith is getting togethe r the Ca mpus Calendar which consists of the campus
weekly events . He is a l so working on the SGA Scrapboo k. If a ny congreS5members have pic tures that they would l ike in the boo k , bring them by the SGA office . Application fo r
t he Secreta r y Position should be give n t o Ke ith .
Prog~ams Di r ector . Melissa gave an update on co nc erts available for the Spring Semes t e r .
She also had v ideos se t up of comedian s .
Committee Reports
Residence Hall Living. Andy said thatthe side doo r s o f the r esidence halls will be left open
til 9:00 p.m . The Ha ll Presidents are go ing t o r e- e va luate the policy of checking out the
VCRs in their res idence halls .
Old Business .

None .

New Business . Melissa gave a list of prices [or ha nd towels for the EKU game . A motion was
ma de and seconded that SGA allot up t o $1, 100 t o provide student giveways for the Jan . 23 and
Feb. 22 basketball games . The motion pas sed . A mo tion was made and seconded the SGA allot
up t o $225 for money prizes fo r 3 banne r co ntests on Jan . 23 , Feb.6 & 22 . The mot ion passed.
A motion was made and seconded that SGA allot up t o $1050 . 00 for co-sponsoring the Gam-BelFling on Wed ., Jan . 27 . The motion passe d . A mo tion was made a nd seconded t o allo t $1 , 500
to have something to promote stud e nt s pirit at tl1e EKU game . The motion passed . A mo tion
was made and seconded that SGA allot $300 as cash gi vea ways for the bump e r sticker contest
promo t i ng Higher Education . Motion passed . A motion was made and seconded tha t Karen
Franklin be able to t ake Sheridan Martin ' s plac e on the SAFE Committee . The mo tion passed .
,cu s sion, Andy Par ker t a lke d ab out ways o f c onducting the bumper s ticker contest . It was
Jges t e d tha t we pick persons t o help spo t c a r s tha t have the bumper stickers on their cars.
Their parking s ticker# will be placed in a box a nd l pe rson's number will be drawn from
that box each wee k and they will receiv e n cn s li pri ze of $25 . This will take place for
8 wks . On the 9th week , all the winner ' s numbe r s will be placed in a box and the name that
is drawn will receive a $ 100 grand pri ze . Ke ith will be working wit h r a dio s t a tions t o promo te this con t es t .
..&-l• - - - ~ - - -

....
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Presid e nt ' s Repor t
Welcome Bac k!!! I hope that everyone ha d a restful an d prospe r ous break. To start the new
year , I would like to congratulate our MSU Varsity Che erl eade rs fo r being selec t e d Ul in the
Nation, the MSU Women ' s Vo lleyball team for winning the OVC and the MSU Wome n's Bowl ing
team for wi nning t he Atlantic City Inv itationa l Tourname nt. Co ngra tula tions to them for
their outs t anding a chievements.
Last semester we wo r ked on the a tt e ndance policy f or eac h departmen t . I have bee n talking
to the Vice President of Academic Affairs , Dr. Steve Taylor , and he advised me earlier]
this week to bring some class sy llabi to him . lf t he r e i s a need o r a concern t o change
the attendance struct ure, we wi ll do so.
We've been told from various students tha t VCR's are not being used . The only time that
this se rvice is ava ila ble is for RA 's use . We' ve also discovered that some dorms offer
this serv ic e t o the s tudents in this ma nner: 1) They ca n only check the VCR out during the
time tha t the RA~ - are o n duty . 2) They must give 24 hr. notice if they want to use the
VCR. 3) They mus t r e turn the VCR whe n visitatio n hours a re over. This is to keep damage
~n ~t to a minimium.
hatl ' di scus sions thi s week wit h Myro n Doan abou t t he Pep Band a t basketball games. We
ha ve s ugges t ed t o My r on and he has discus se d t his with Dr. Grote or is in the process that
the Pep Band r eceive 1 hr. cred it o r extra cre dit f or c las s since the ma rching band receives
2 hr . credit in the f a ll . He t old us he would get bac k with us .
I would like to pick a date for the Coun ci l of Preside nts t o met , i n new business .
I'm sure when everyone go t bac k fr o m t he holidays and got into the r eside nce hall, they said
''I wis h I ha d some thing t o put my su i tcases and grocer i es and whatever else you might have
brought bac k with you. " Well, we have ca lled Breckinridge llotel Equipment Company in
Columbu s , Ohio and asked if we could ge t a catalog fo r Be l mons Dolly , a devise t o put
clothes, suitcases, etc on a cart to get t o you r oom. To get to yo ur room, we have 14 halls
and 7 of those don't have e l evators. So , we will have t o do somet l1ing different fo r those
people who live in those halls .
The SAFE Committ ee is working ha rd in Frankfort and in the meantime, we want our Morehead
Service Re g ion's Legislators to get a ta s te of MSU ' s Hi gher Educa tion. So , there is a very
tentative list in you folder explaining very ge neral what ha ppe n . Thi s is a ll s ubjec t to
change. We are working with Dr. Wal t e r Blevins and Keit h Kappas on tl1i s project . This
projec t almost assures HSU of good press a nd show KY that MSU is a c redi t to the commonwealth.
We have sent lett er to Mike Mincey , xc: Larry St ep l1 enson and Porter Dai l ey , which I will rea1
for you. Thi s i s impo rtant to tl1i s admini s tr a ti on beca use there are ma j or projec t s for whicl
that mon ey will be use d fo r, ho pefully.
; t, but no t l east , I a m sure tlwt some o f you are awa r e of the fire that took place at
Nunn Ha ll. There were 4 girls living in the room who had a fire because of a fa u lty
radio cord ·that was laid on their bed . It caug l1 t fire and destroye d th e i r room . They lost
a gre~t dea l and I think SGA s hould do its part t o l1e lp re st r oe th eir belongings . I will
have more information for you ne xt we e k but in the mea nwhile think about your r oom a nd
vour app liances . Please be careful.
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GO EAGLES! I
SGA*l-20-88*19
Whereas: The Student Government Association is concerned with athletic programs
·· and student spirit.
Be It Proposed: that SGA allot up to $l~to provide student giveaways for
the January 23rd and Feb 22nd games.
Spirit Shakers
Hawaiian Leis

$650.00
$350.00
I

1--

Respectfully submitted,
Melissa Gardner
SGA*l-20-88*20
Whereas: the Student Government Association has established a tradition of
supporting athletic programs.
Be It Proposed: that SGA allot up to $225 for money prizes for three banner
contests on January 23rd, February 6th and February 22nd.

's-o ~- :z~d
1i-r.
.

If, ;i ~

Respectfully submitted,
Melissa Gardner
/sGA*l-20-88*21

Whereas: the MSU Student Government Association is committed to providing
enjoyable entertainment for MSU students.
Be It Proposed: that the SGA allot up to $1050.00 for co-sponsoring the
Garn-Bel-Fling on Wednesday, Nru,ember 27th.

~""''~

Respectfully submitted,
Melissa Gardner

January 23rd
February 6th
Februarv 22nd

Youngstown (televised)
Eastern (televised)
. Austin Peav

"Surf's Un Gaine'!
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Student Government Association
Financial Statement
January 20, 1987
Administrative Funds
Balance as of January 4, 1988

1,732.42

---.---?

Receipts
1-7
SGA Allotment

7,125.00

Expenditures
None

~8,857,42

Balance as of January 20, 1988
Special Events Fund,
Balance as of January 1, 1988

1,586.78

Receipts
1-7 SGA Allotment
1-7 Alumni Association Payment

49,500,00
180.• 00

Expenditures
1-7 Lexington Herald~Leader
1-13 John Parton
S,A,F,E, Expenses
11
11
1-13 Matt Skeese
1-13 Trail Blazer Trail Blazer Ad
1-13 Christ.! Beaver-Mt ,Laurel Expeµses
1-14 Big Lots-Supplies
1-14 Keith Flora-Supplies

243.60
195,00
168,00
94,50
200.00
14.46
11.38

Balance .. of Expenditures

926,94

Balance as of January 20, 1988 .

------

i 50,339.84

-

-

Respectfully submitted

606-783-2298

1/20/88
VCR Use in Residence Halls:
Alumni Tower• RA uoo for hall programming only
Cartmell Hall· RA use for hall programming only
Cooper Hall· By use of RA's only for hall programming
• East Mignon Hall • RA supervision of floor u,se and hall programming
Mignon Hall - Check out 24 hours in advance, 1 person or 1 room per
night only.
Mignon Tower· Hall staff only for programming
Nunn Hall· Usually RA's only for hall programming.
Regents Hall -

Strictly hall programming only

Waterfield Hall - No VCR
West Mignon Hall and Thompson - No reserving in advance. Weekends only.
Must sign a form and leave ID. For 2 hours use only at a time.
RA sets up and picks up to eliminate excess handling.
Wilson Hall and Butler Hall• Alternates each week between the two
halls. Sign up sheet used and is available to all students.
Check out through the RA, student gives ID and signs statement
of responsibility. o~~ ar. ~ee"-e~
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President's Report
Welcome Back!!! I hope that everyone had a restful and prosperous break. To start the new
year, I would like to congratulate our MSU Varsity Cheerleaders for being selected #1 in the
Nation, the MSU Women's Volleyball team for winning the OVC and the MSU Women's Bowling
team for winning the Atlantic City Invitational Tournament. Congratulations to them for
their outstanding achievements.
Last semester we worked on the attendance policy for each department. I have been talking
to the Vice President of Academic Affairs, Dr. Steve Taylor, and he advised me earlier]
this week to bring some class syllabi to him. If there is a need or a concern to change
the attendance structure, we will do so.
·
We've been told from various students that VCR's are not being used. The only time that
this service is available is for RA's use. We've also discovered that some dorms offer
this service to the students in this manner: 1) They can only check the VCR out during the
time that the RA~" are on duty. 2) They must give 24 hr. notice if they want to use the
VCR. 3) They must return the VCR when visitation hours are over. This is to keep damage
cost to a minimium.
We hall·, discussions this week with Myron Doan about the Pep Band at basketball games. We
have suggested to Myron and he has discussed this with Dr. Grote or is in the process that
the Pep Band receive 1 hr. credit or extra credit for class since the marching band receives
2 hr. credit in the fall. He told us he would get back with us.
I would like to pick a date for the Council of Presidents to met, in new business.
I'm sure when everyone got back from the holidays and got into the residence hall, they said
"I wish I had something to put my suitcases and groceries and whatever else you might have
brought back with you." Well, we have called Breckinridge Hotel Equipment Company in
Columbus, Ohio and asked if we could get a catalog for Belmons Dolly, a devise to put
clothes, suitcases, etc on a cart to get to you room. To get to your room, we have 14 halls
and 7 of those don't have elevators. So, we will have to do something different for those
people who live in those halls.
The ·SAFE Committee is working hard in Frankfort and in the meantime, we want our Morehead
Service Region's Legislators to get a taste of MSU's Higher Education. So, there is a very
tentative list in you folder explaining very general what happen. This is all subject to
cha~ge. We are working with Dr. Walter Blevins and Keith Kappas on this project. This
project almost assures MSU of good press and show KY that MSU is a credit to the commonwealth.
We have sent letter to Mike Mincey, xc: Larry Stephenson and Porter Dailey, which I will reac
for you. This is important to this administration because there are major projects for whicl
that money will be used for, hopefully.
Last, but not least, I am sure that some of you are aware of the fire that took place at
Nunn Hall. There were 4 girls living in the room who had a fire because of a faulty
radio cord that was laid on their bed, It caught fire and destroyed their room. They lost
a great deal and I think SGA should do its part to help restroe their belongings. I will
have more information for you next week but in the meanwhile think about your room and
your appliances. Please be careful.
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TO:

Dr . Earl Bentley
Dept . Chair Health/Recreation

FROM:

Mr. Steve Strathmann
President, Student Goverment Association

DATE:

January 22, 1988

RE:

Weight Room

•
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55 .

It has come to my attention from several M.S.U. students that the weight
room needs some minor repairs. It would be greatly appreciated If these minor
problems were dealt with as soon as possible . Below is a list of items which
need attending.
(1 New pins for all machines
(2 Periodic lube for all machines
(3 Tightening of all Bolts and Screws
(4 Two new pieces of Matting where weights
are dropped to the floor .
(5 New Cables for the Cable Pull on the
Universal System. Also on the Roll machine.
(6 New ·Pullys on the Universal System .
If you have any questions on the above mentioned items please do not hesitate
to contact our office.

CC :
CC:

Larry Stephenson
Mike Mincey
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The meeting was called to order at 5:00 p.m. by Steve Strathmann and the roll was called
by Marilyn Jones .
Student Absent:

Jeff Dunaway
Todd Giles
Buffie McCoy
Darick Brown

Holly Catanzaro
Susan Dearmond
John Williamson
Terry Farmer

Timothea Branham
Tonya Jones
Sherri Jackson
Mike Breeze

Bryon Souder J.R. Stull
Judy Marcum
Kevin Hall
Jill Brookbank

Minutes of the previous meeting were approved .
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORTS
President. The Rally for Higher Education will be Feb . 16 a t Frankfort . MSU will be takir
a bus for students who wish to go to the rally; They will be exec used beginn'.ing·· w1.th ' the:l.l
11 . '30 class.es. On Feb. 16, the Raconteur will be taking snapshots of the congress at the
rally.
Vice-President. Greg told congress that the 2 week grace period for parking tickets is
in effect . This message will be in the Trail Blazer next week so that the students will
know. Greg s ugges ted tha t as many students as possible should go to the rally .
Treasurer Report .

Administrative Fund
Special Events Fund

$ 8,846 . 04
$49,138.71

Public Relations . Pos t er promoting the Campus Calendar will be in Friday . If anyone has
annoucements, they should be given to Keith. Keith and Steve will be talking to the Greek
Organizations abou t the Rally fo r Higher Education .

?.

Programs Director . Regency will be in concert the first week of March .
if congress wants t o t r y to have a concerts this semester .

She wants t o know

Committee Reports
Senior of the Month. Sherri Timberlake presened a plaque to Jeff Hamilton, a member of FH
Fraternity . He was chosen December ' s Senior of the Month . Melissa Collins, a member of
Chi Omega} , was chosen January's Senior of the Month .
SAFE . The Rally for Higher Education is Feb. 16. The Slogan is "Lock into a Secure Future
Support Higher Education. Glenn Meade will be working on a scroll for the rally . Glenn
said that we need t o go to the rally and fight the cut-back of Financial Aid . The bumper
stickers promoting higher education will be passed ou t at ADUC from 1-4 p . m. The giveaway
will start next Friday. Keith will be working on the posters promoting the contest.
Old Business.

None

New Business . A motion was made and seconded that SGA allot an additional amount up to
$800 to sponsor the 45 member MSU Recreational Team ' s participation in this tournament .
The motion passed unaminously. A motion was made that SGA allot to the SAFE committee and
its lobbyists and additional $3000 for unexpected and future expenses . Their was a
friendly ammemdment by Keith to reduced the amount to $2,000. The motion passed .
Discussion. Steve will write a letter or call Dr . Bentley about extending the Laugh lin
Health Building hours and having a worker between the hours of 1-4 p . m. at the equipment
check- out r oom. Elizabeth Paxton called Steve about getting money to do a community
production on Per forming Arts. SGA doesn't have enough money to help with this project.
Adjournment .

The meeting was adjourned at 6:10 p . m.

Whereas , The ACU - I, Region 5 Recreational Tournament will be held
in Knoxville, Tennessee on February 26- 28, 1988, and
Whereas , MSU is t h e defendin g champions, and
Whereas , The t o urnament competition has adde d the event of
Recreational Bowling , and
Whe r eas , Local competition this year was conducted in a new format ,
publicized better , a nd conducte d specifical ly as a pre liminary competition to the Reg ional Tournament, which
along with the fact that MSU had won the previous year's
five state regional tournament, res ult ed in a record
local parti cipation prov i ding for 45 s tudents being
e l igible to compete in this year ' s tournament, which is
nearly twice those e ligible last year , and
Whereas , The inc reas e in the number of studen t s eligible to
represent MSU in this tournament ha s resulted in a large
increase in the total estimated expenses for this trip
as follows :
Bus and Driver Expenses - $ 400.00
Lodging Expenses
1,000.00
Tournamen t Fees
1,000.00
Total Estimated Expenses

$2,400 . 00

Whereas, The SGA Congress on Octob er 21 , 1987 , approved $1 ,600 for
fun ding of our representatives based o n last year's
participation figures,
Be it Proposed, Th at the SGA allot an additiona l amount up to
$800 to sponsor the 45 member MSU Recreational team ' s
participation in this tourn ame nt.
~pectjflly submitted ,
Gre~ . ~
Vice- President of SGA

Whereas:

The S AF E commiLtee nnd nll stu d e nt s in Kentucky are
co n ce rn ed with fu ndi n g for higher educatio n.

Whereas:

There exists the possibility o f approximately 5000
st udent s losing financial aid .

Ile it proposed:

ThFt t SC: A n I l ol. Lo the SAFE committee anrl its
Lo h b y Ls L s

n

II

n cl ti i L i o n n 1 ~

and future expens es .

)0 0

[or

u 11 c x p e c t e d

~~sn,ect flt}l_z Sybmi tted
-.- 0--:d ~ & a ~(._ G.-1..L.,
Pnn Me;i e
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Student Government Association
Financial Statement

January 27, 1988
Administrative Fund
Balance as of January 20, 1988
Receipts-

$ 8,857.42

None

Expenditures
1-27 Keith Flora/Office Supplies

$11.38

Balance as of January 27, 1988

$ 8,846.04

Special Events
Balance as of January 20, 1988

$50,339.84

Receipts-

None

Expenditures
1-27 Standard Textile Company
1-27 Crysti Beaver
1-27 Student ALumni Ambassadors
1-27 Mignon Hall/Banner Contest
1-27 Bowling Club/
"
1-27 MSU/Phone Reimbursement
1-27 Kimberly's Town&Country/Flowers
For Homecoming
Balance of Expenditures
Balance as of January 27, 1988

$154.98
$200.00
$635.00
25.00
50.00
38.15
98.00
$1201.13
$49,138.71

•

606-783-2298
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UPDATE ON CONCERTS

I

Belinda Carlisle - $15,000 - $20,000
Available April and May
I

The Alarm - $10,000 - $12,000
mid-March
George Thorogood - $25,000 and up
end of March~ first of April
Lisa Lisa - $17,500 - $25,000
April; increase $5,000 with Expose
The Jets - $20,000 and up
after Spring Break, maybe
Stephanie Mills - $15,000 plus local production
March and April
Debbie Gibson (Shake Your Love) - $12,500 plus local
with Pretty Poison (Catch Me I'm Falling)
,generally available
Midnight Star - $20,000 plus local
·· Winter months
Ray Parker and Regina Bell~ $17,500 plus local
February thru Spring
YES - $50,000 inclusive
generally available
Starship - $15,000 plus $8500 production
March 19 thru April 6
Stephen Wright (comedian) - $15,000
· April, likes weekends

.I
'
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TO:

Deans of S.chools
Morehead State University

FROM:

Mr. Steven R. Strathman, President
MSU Student Government Association

•
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DATE:· January 26, 1988
RE:

Attendance Requirements

The Student Government Association is striving toward a sound,
effective attendance policy which would govern all classes at MSU.
We have already consulted other universities and now we need
your help and input. We are asking you, as School Deans, to
collect 2 syllabi (with attendance policy) from each instructor
iri your school. If they or you have any recommendations, they
would be greatly appreciated. I will send a SGA member to your
office on January 29 to collect this data (if there arenany
problems in this matter feel free to contact myself or Dr. Steve
Taylor. We truly thank you for your help and time.

cc:

Larry Stephenson
Dr. Steve Tc!ylor

.
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TO:

Miss. Melissa Gardner
Mr. Keith Flora
Miss. Marilyn Jones
Mr. Glenn-Meade
Mr. Greg Ramey

FROM:

Mr. Ste~·strathmann

DATE:

January 28, 1988

RE:

S.G.A. Excutive Meeting time and agenda

•

606-783-2298

c:: s.

The time which is set for Tuesday February 2 at 4pm is a permint meeting time
for all excutive officers. If you have a problem with this meeting time I suggest
you make necessary arrangments now.

These meetings will be hopefully short, concluding within an hour at most. The
purpose of these meetings is to allow debate, suggestions and comments to each other
about bills, letters, etc. Before we approach Congress I feel it is a must that we
communicate before the Wednesday S.G.A. meeting.
The topics to be discussed on February 2 are as follows,
(1 Update on February 16 Frankfort Trip.
*Keith please report on the progress of signature
posters or banner that will hang outside of the
cafeteria.
*Glenn please report on any other developments
on S.A.F.E. that you learned on Friday January
29 meeting and anything else you might have for
our trip to Frankfort.
*Discusion on Connty by County Legislature distrobution
of letters from.MSU students to there Representives.
(2 Nunn Hall girls Collection.
(3 Conncil of Presidents and Leadership Conference dates
set.
(4 Concert information from Melissa
If you have any questions about the above mentioned items or time of meeting please
see me before February 1. Thank you for your time and energy for S.G.A. It is appreicat,

CC:

LARRY STEPHENSON
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Steve talked to Mike Mincey and he suggested that there shouldn't be a ceiling on the
allotment for the Reviewing Committee. He also suggested that SGA do what we need to
do with our allotment and if we run into financial trouble them we should ask for more
money.

The Campus Improvement Committee will be ask to make recommendations for lighting on the
campus.

The Reviewing Committee needs to establish a deadline for the application for this
semester. The committee should look at each application-on their own merit.
Keith sent a letter to the Greek Organizations about the Rally and will be talking to them
about the importance of the Rally. Letter will also be sent to all students about the
rally. WMKY called and wanted to know approximately how many students will be attending
the rally. Higher Education Bumper Stickers are being pass out in the University Center.
Keith will be making posters asking for donations for the students who lost their belonging
in a fire at Nunn Hall.
Glenn is working on the Higher Education Scroll for the rally.
Steve and Marilyn will be sending out memos to the congress members who has missed 3 or
SGA meetings.
The Executive Members talked about the ideal of having a concert and donating the money to
the Endownment Fund. If this is done, maybe a foundation will match this dunation.
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TO:·

All Studentp of Morehead State University

FROM:

Steven R. "Strathmann, President
Student Government Association

DATE:

February 2, 1988

RE:

Higher Education Rally

•

606-783-2298
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Tuesday, February 16, 1988, will be one of the most important
days in the history of Higher Education in the Commonwealth of
Kentucky. On this date, a rally for Higher Education in
Kentucky is being organized by the Kentucky Student Advocates
for Higher Education. Students from all universities in the
Commonwealth will participate in this rally. The events of the
rally are as follows:
2:00 p.m. - Student March from the Capitol Avenue bridge
to the steps of the Capitol Building where
there will be a short program and the signing
of a resolution to present to the House of
Representatives, the Senate, and the Governor.
3:30 p.m.

Higher Education Rally in the Frankfort Civic
Center.

Both of these events are expected to draw thousands of students
to rally in support of proper state funding for Higher Education
in Kentucky. University mascots, cheerleaders, and bands will be
participating in the March and Rally. We are anticipating a
large number of students from Morehead State University to
participate. Our Student Government Association has already been
very energetic in carrying our message to state legislators in
Frankfort.
Buses will be provided to transport students to Frankfort to
participate in these events. Buses will be available for loading on University Boulevard in front of the Adron Doran University Center at 11:00 a.m. and will leave Morehead at 11:30 a.m.
Students who participate in these events will be excused from
Tuesday's classes beginning with the 11:30 a.m. class. Students
participating will be given a card stating they were a rally
participant to give to their faculty members in order to be
permitted to make-up any work missed. You may get your card
from Larry Stephenson at the Frankfort Civic Center. If you do
not attend this function, you will be expected to attend all
classes on Tuesday. In order to properly plan for the number

Memo to All Students of Morehead State University
February 2, 1988
Page 2
of buses necessary, I ask that you sign-up at the ADUC office
window. A sign-up sheet is available there beginning today.
In order to promote the rally, the SGA will distribute "Support
Higher Education" bumper stickers for display on your automobiles. During the week of February 1-5, 1988, from 11:00 a.m.
to 1:00 p.m., the SGA will distribute these bumper stickers on
the second floor of ADUC. I encourage each student to get his
bumper sticker as soon as possible as limited supplies are
available. The SGA will award a check for $25.00 each week for
eight weeks to the student who is selected for displaying this
bumper sticker on a registered automobile. On April 15, 1988,
there will be a grand prize of $100.00 awarded. Get details
when you receive your bumper sticker.
In addition, the SGA will also sponsor a banner contest for the
Frankfort Higher Education Rally. The student organization
judged to have the best banner in the rally will be awarded a
prize of $50.00.
I encourage each and every student of Morehead State University
to participate in the events of February 16, 1988. I think you
will find it to be a rewarding and enjoyable experience. We
must all show the Governor and the state legislators that we do
have an interest in the future of higher education in our
corrnnonwealth and ask that they provide the opportunity for more
students to attend our universities by properly funding higher
education.
I look forward to seeing you in Frankfort on February 16, 1988.
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Steven R. "Strathmann, President
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Tuesday, February 16, 1988, will be one of the most important
days in the history of Higher Education in the Commonwealth of
Kentucky. On this date, a rally for Higher Education in
Kentucky is being organized by the Kentucky Student Advocates
for Higher Education. Students from all universities in the
Commonwealth will participate in this rally. The events of the
rally are as follows:
2:00 p.m. - Student March from the Capitol Avenue bridge
to the steps of the Capitol Building where
there will be a short program and the signing
of a resolution to _present to the House of
Representatives, the Senate, and the Governor.
3:30 p.m. - Higher Education Rally in the Frankfort Civic
Center.
Both of these events are expected to draw thousands of students
to rally in support of proper state funding for Higher Education
in Kentucky. University mascots, cheerleaders, and bands will be
participating in the March and Rally. We are anticipating a
large number of students from Morehead State University to
participate. Our Student Government ·Association has already been
very energetic in carrying our message to state legislators in
Frankfort.
Buses will be provided to transport students to Frankfort to
participate in these events. Buses will be available for loading on University Boulevard in front of the Adron Doran University Center at 11:00 a.m. and will leave Morehead at 11:30 a.m.
Students who participate in these events will be excused from
Tuesday's classes beginning with the 11:30 a.m. class. Students
participating will be given a card stating they were a rally
participant to give to their faculty members in order to be
permitted to make-up any work missed. You may get your card
from Larry Stephenson at the Frankfort Civic Center. If you do
µot attend this function, you will be expected to attend all
ci,asses on Tuesday. In order to properly plan for the number
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of buses necessary, I ask that you sign-up at the ADUC office
window. A sign-up sheet is available there beginning today.
In order to promote the rally, the SGA will distribute "Support
Higher Education" bumper stickers for display on your automobiles. During the week of February 1-5, 1988, from 11:00 a.m.
to 1:00 p.m., the SGA will distribute these bumper stickers on
the second floor of ADUC. I encourage each student to get his
bumper sticker as soon as possible as limited supplies are
available. The SGA will award a check for $25.00 each week for
eight weeks to the student who is selected for displaying this
bumper sticker on a registered automobile. On April 15, 1988,
there will be a grand prize of $100.00 awarded. Get details
when you receive your bumper sticker.
In addition, the SGA will also sponsor a banner contest for the
Frankfort Higher Education Rally. The student organization
judged to have the best banner in the rally will be awarded a
prize of $50.00.
•
I encourage each and every student of Morehead State University
to participate in the events of February 16, 1988. I think you
will find it to be a rewarding and enjoyable experience. We
must all show the Governor and the state legislators that we do
have an interest in the future of higher education in our
commonwealth and ask that they provide the opportunity for more
students to attend our universities by properly funding higher
education.
I look forward to seeing you in Frankfort on February 16, 1988.
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Higher Education .
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RESOLUTION
WHEREAS: KENTUCKY NOW RANKS 48TH AMONG THE

50

STATES IN THE

PERCENTAGE OF ITS CITIZENS WHO HAVE EARNED A COLLEGE DEGREE, AND

WHEREAS: HIGHER EDUCATION IS ONE OF THE MOST VITAL FORCES FOR
IMPROVING THE SOCIALJ CULTURAL AND ECONOMIC CONDITIONS OF THE
CITIZENS OF ANY STATE,

AND

WHEREAS: ACCESS TO HIGHER EDUCATION IS ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT
CONSIDERATIONS IN THE OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCEMENT FOR ALL OF
KENTUCKY'S CITIZENS,

AND

WHEREAS: INCREASING THE QUALITY OF HIGHER EDUCATION HAS BECOME
ONE OF THE STRONGEST GOALS OF EVERYONE IN THE HIGHER EDUCATION
INSTITUTIONS IN KENTUCKY,

AND

WHEREAS: ADEQUATE STATE FINANCIAL AID FOR STUDENTS IS AN
ABSOLUTE NECESSITY IF THE OPPORTUNITY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION IS TO
BE MADE AVAILABLE TO ALL OF KENTUCKY'S STUDENTS WHO CAN BENEFIT
FROM IT, AND

WHEREAS: THE INSTRUCTIONJ RESEARCH AND SERVICE CONTRIBUTIONS OF
OUR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES COMPRIS E THE SINGLE GREATEST FORCE
FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN THIS OR ANY STATE ,

1

AND

/

WHEREAS: KENTUCKY IS IN DANGER OF LOSING EVEN MORE OF ITS
EXCELLENT FACULTY MEMBERS IF THEIR FINANCIAL COMPENSATION IS NOT
RAISED TO A LEVEL ALLOWING FOR REASONABLE SUPPORT FOR THEM AND
FOR THEIR DEPENDENTS,

AND

WHEREAS: A TURNING AWAY FROM THE STRONG COMMITMENT OF THE STATE
GOVERNMENT TO HIGHER EDUCATION OF THE MOST RECENT YEARS WILL
TAKE AWAY THE ADVANCES THAT HAVE BEEN MADE AND WILL PLACE THE
HIGHER EDUCATION IN THIS STATE IN THE WORST SITUATION IT HAS
EXPERIENCED IN MANY YEARS,

Now THEREFORE, WE THE ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES OF SOME 114,000
STUDENTS IN OUR PUBLIC UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES DO URGE THE
GOVERNOR OF KENTUCKY AND THE MEMBERS OF THE

1988 GENERAL

ASSEMBLY OF KENTUCKY TO GIVE THEIR HIGHEST SUPPORT TO THE NEEDS
OF HIGHER EDUCATION AND THE COLLEGE STUDENTS OF KENTUCKY IN THE.
UPCOMING BIENNIAL BUDGET, AND THAT THEY CONTINUE AND EVEN BUILD
UPON THE LEVEL OF SUPPORT GIVEN TO HIGHER EDUCATION AND
KENTUCKY'S STUDENTS,

2
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The meeting was called to order at 5:00 p.m. by Steve Strathmann and the roll was called
by Marilyn Jones.
Student Absent:

Melissa Gardner
Susan Dearmond
Buffie McCoy
Jill Brookbank
Terry Farmer

Jeff Dunaway
J. R. Stull
Bernard McCay
Darick Brown

Bryon Souder Lora Hardwick Todd Giles
Vickie Strohneider Kerry Daughtery
John R. Williamson Sherri Jackson
Ada Miracle
Kim Easterling Jeri Miracl,

Minutes of the previous meeting were approved.
"cl r/, EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORTS
fi.,~nJ.steve and Greg will be attending a meeting next Monday, pertaining to the Higher Education
po.
1
Rally. Buses for the Higher Education Rally will be leaving from ADUC at approximate y
11:30 a.m., Feb. 15, in front of ADUC. Bus sign-ups will be at the front desk of ADUC.
Letters will be sent to all students regarding the rally. Excuse cards will be giving at
the rally. Steve gave a list of concerts available from the Kramer Agency. Steve and
Drew Crafton will be· meeting with Gary Messer to discuss suggestions for the Mignon comple,
parking problems.

Vice President.
Treasurer.

No· report

Administrative Fund
Special Events

Programs Director.

$ 8,758.09
$49,138.71

No report

Public Relations: Keith is still working on the campus calendar and is ·basically on the
same track as before.
Committee Reports
Senior of the Month.
Month,a plaque,

Sherri Timberlake presented Marilyn Jone~ the February Senior of the

SAFE. The scroll for the rally is being prepared. A $100 prize will be given to the
organization that has the most members present at the rally. Also a $50 prize will be giv,
for the best banner in the rally. John Parton updated the congress on the Higher Educatio1
issue, He said that we can·make a difference at the rally if we voice our opinions. John
and Matt Skeese are conveying to the legislatures the students' concerns on Higher Ed.
Residence Hall Living. Andy Parker is pleased with the numbers of cars that have the High,
Equcation bumper stickers on them. MSU is considered the "test market" for the bumper
sticker contest.
Old Business:

None

New Business: A resloution was made and seconded that SGA urge the Governor of Ky and the
members of the 1988 General Assembly to give their highest support to the needs of Higher
Education and the college students of Ky in the upcoming biennial budget. The resolution
passed ~naminously. A motion was made and seconded to approve Steve's appointments:
Library Committee- Ellen Banks, Teacher Ed. Committee- Glenn Meade, Safe Committee- Brad
Breeding, and Graduate Committee- Tom Meadows. The motion passed unaminously.
Discussion. Carlos Edwards asked about how to find out when performers are available for
concerts. Mr. Stephenson explained the procedures. Mr. Mincey and Mr. Stephenson made
a tour of the weight room and said that there are a few minor repairs needed. Karen Frankli
suggested checking into the pricing of the grill food.
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Financial Statement
Jan. 27, 1988
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Balance as of Jan. 27, 1988
Receipts-

$ 8,846.04

None

Expenditures
2- 1 Alexander ' s Red Cottage Print
2- 1 Morehead Trophy and Jewelry

53.15
34.80

Balance of Expenditures

87.95

Balance as of Feb. 3, 1988

$ 8,758.09

Special Events
Balance as of Jan. 27, 1988

$49,138.7 1

Receipts-None
Expenditures-

None

Balance as of Feb. 3, 1988

$49,138.71
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Receipts-

606-783-2298

$ 8,846.04

None

Expenditures
2-10 Julie Hawkins/Bumper Sticker Promo
2-10 Printing-Convenience Copies
A-t~ \,.._., ,-ll~
2-10 Susette Redwine/NACA
2-10 Keith Flora/NACA
2-10 Kerry Daughtery-/NACA
2-10 Big Lots - OW.ce !.t<.\~l:.e•
Balance of Expenditures

$ 25.00
43.00
296.00
266.40
266.40
14.46
911.26

Balance as of Feb. 10, 1988

$ 7,934.78

-

Special Events
Balance as of Feb. 3, 1988
Receipts-

•

Morehead, Kentucky 40351

Administrative Fund
Balance as of Feb. 3, 1988

$49,138.71

None

Expenditures
2-10 Anderson Party Supplies/Leis
$ 348.60
11
John Parton/SAFE
fel..,.~
178.75
11
Matt Skeese/SAFE . fel,, ...... A.~'\
154.00
11
Printing Service/Letters
70.50
"
Program Council/Garn-Bel Fling
1,050.00
11
Recreation Coordinator ,O~ 1.1.-'l 'h-1.'\ ~!> 945. 00
11
Tri-Sigma / ~.,_,,.,e.r C\,.Je$,
25. 00
11
Mignon Hall/Banner. Contest
50.00
2,821.85

Balance of Expenditures
Balance as of Feb. 10, 1988

$46,316.86
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MOREHEAD

S"ATE UNIVERSITY

MEMORANDUM

MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY

40351

February 3, 1988

TO:

Steve Strat~ ann

FROM:

Mike MinceyE/

I have reviewed your request for a $10,000 increase in the SGA
budget for the spring semester. While I appreciate and applaud
your interest in student retention and the promotion of academic
programs through SGA activities, at this time I cannot support
your request for additional funds. I am sure that you are aware
of the current budget constraints and that we may be asked to
make further adjustments before the end of the fiscal year . Of
course, we hope that this will not be necessary; but I don't
believe that it is in the university's best interest to draw from
reserve funds when such cuts are a real possibility .
As we discussed, I do believe that with careful planning the
$58,000 you have remaining in your budgets plus any income from
concerts will more than adequately support the programs and
activities that you are proposing for the remainder of the year.
I am extremely pleased that your efforts may include a substantial contribution to the SGA scholarship endowment fund.
I am forwarding your request and my recommendation to Dr . Grote
for his review.
jls
cc:

President Grote
Porter Dailey
/
Larry Stephenson
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February 5, 1988
Miss··Hannah R, Horeb
UPO. Box 412
Morehead State University
Morehead, KY 40351
Dear Hannah:
The questions you have asked appear to me to be somewhat premature. I have barely
entered the second half of my term as Student Government Association President and
feel most of the questions· you have asked could be better answered after my term
of office has ended. I hope you understand this decision. If you have any other
questions.please feel free to call me and set an appointment.

Sincerely,

~

Steven R. Strathmann
President, Student Government Association

:,,,
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The meeting was called to order at 5:05 p.m. by Stev e Str a t hmann and the roll was c a lle d
by Marilyn Jones.
Students Absent:

Jeff Dunaway
Susan Dearmond
Sherri Jackson
Darick Brown
Deffie Bailey

Teresa Creech
J . R. Stull
Jill Brookbank
Kim Easterling

Todd Giles
Rick Whel an
Terry Farmer
Reva Ford

Minutes of the previous meeting were approved .
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORTS
Pr esident . Steve talked abou t the importance of the Higher Education Rally and
Parade. Thus far, there has been alo t of s tudents signing the scr ol l and the
sign-up s heet . David Michaels, Director of Food Services, said that on Tuesday,
in Eas t Room B, from 8-11: 30, sack lunches to take to the rally will be sold for
$2.00 . The bumper sticker contest is s uccessful, so far .
Vice-President.
Treasurer.

No Report .

Administra tive J'und
Special Events Fund

Pr ogram Director.

$ 7,146.38
$45 , 074.14

No report .

Pub l ic Relations. The Campus Calendar will start as soon as Keit h gets the mi crophone
fixed . He is working on taking pictures for the scrapbook . The Regency posters will
be in soon.
COMMITTEE REPORTS .
Residence Hall Living. The hall presidents are passing about the sign-up sheet for
the Higher Education Ral ly in their dorms.
SAFE . An ad promoting the Higher Education Rally was printed in the Trail Blazer.
Thi~ Friday , Glenn nee ds help putt ing posters together for the r a lly.
OLD BUSINESS :

None .

NEW BUSINESS : Steve recommended Buffie Mccoy as the new secretary . The recommendation
passed unanimously. A motion was made and seconded tha twe adopt the SGA Executive
Committee Spring Elect i ons dates as presented by Mr. St ephenson. The motion passed
unanimously . Steve congratulated De r ek Combs, new Wa t erfield president. A motion was
made and seconded that we accept Chris Hart as the new f r eshman representative to
replace Buffie Mccoy. The motion passed unanimous ly.
DISCUSSION. Congress needs t o think a bout what they would like to do with the money if
there ' s no spring concer t. It was suggested that we could put the money into t he Endowment
Fund . Me l issa said we should not give up on entertainment this semes t er .
ADJOURNMENT .

The meetin2 was adiourned at 6 : 15 om .
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The meeting was called to order at 5:00 p.m. by Steve Strathmann and the roll was
called by Glenn Meade.
Students Absent:

EXECUTIVE

Jeff Dunaway
Bryan Souder
Lora Hardwick
Todd Giles
Susan Dearmond
Carlos Edwards
Judy Marcum
J.R. Stull
Keith Flora

Kerry Daugherty
Rick Whelan
Stephanie Barker
Sherri Jackson
Jill Brookbank
Darrick Brown
Reva Ford
Greg Ramey

Ada Miracle
Michelle Beasley
Kim Easterling
Jeri Miracle
Terry Farmer
Mike Breeze
Debbie Bailey
Buffie Mccoy

COMMITTEE REPORTS

President. Steve was impressed with the turn-out for the rally in Frankfort ••
he related to Congress that Wilkinson was very stubborn in his stand on the
budget proposal. The Theta Chi fraternity won the $100 participation award at
the rally, but no $50 banner award was given. Steve will be attending a leadership
conference with Dr. Quisenberry. We are looking forward to planning a concert.
Vice-President.
Treasurer.

NO REPORT.

Administrative Fund
Special Events Fund

$ 7,146.38
$45,074.14

Program Director. All small programming is being wrapped up • . . Melissa has no
new information on concerts.
Public Relations.

NO REPORT

COMMITTEE REPORTS
SAFE. The committee thanked all who were involved in the rally; it was very
successful. The committee also says that they have a few more things to get
accomplished.

-

OLD BUSINESS:

NONE.

NEW BUSINESS:

NONE.

DISCUSSION. The Endowment fund was discussed; also, the cooking areas and
the hours of Laughlin were discussed.
/

ADJOURNMENT:

The meeting was adjourned at 5:45 p.m.
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Student Government Association
Financial Statement
February 17, 1988
Administrative Fund
Balance as of February 10, 1988

$ 7,934.78

Receipts - None.
Expenditures
2-17 Drew Alan Crafton/Bumper Sticker
Promo Award
2-17 Trail Blazer/SAFE Advertisement
2-17 Big 4 Lumber Co. /sticks for signs
2-17 Trail Blazer/Ad,
2-17 Morehead Trophy & Jewelry
2-17 Trail Blazer/Ad
,/"

25.00
.428.00
.102.00
189.00
17.40
27.00

,

(~_)

Balance of Expenditures

788.40

Balance as of Feb. 17, 1988

$ 7;146.38

Special Events _
Balance as of Feb.10. 1988

$46,316.86

Receipts

- None.

Expenditures
2-17 Mark C. Thompson/artwork
split with Drew
2-17 The Knoxville Hilton/ACU-I

60.00
1,182.72

Balance as of Feb. 17, 1988

$45,074.14

Respectfu

Submitted,

~~~<
e;;;-~~surer
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minutes of February 24, 1988 meeting

•

Morehead, Kentucky 40351

•

606-783-2298

The meeting was called to order at 5:00 p.m. by Steve Strathmann and
the roll was called by Buffie Mccoy.
Students absent: Jeff Dunaway
Holly Cantazaro
Teresa Creech
Bryon Souder
Todd Giles
Kim Easterling
Terry Farmer

Susan Dearmond
Carlos Edwards
Judy Marcum
J.R. Stull
Kevin Hall
Karen Franklin
Mike Breeze

Rick Whelan
Stephanie Barker
Sherri Jackson
Jill Brookbank
Derrick Brown
Jeri Miracle

Minutes of the previous meeting were approved.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORTS
President. Steve spoke about the latest possiblities for SGA, which
include professional wrestling show, Expost in concert, kitchenettes
in the dorms, and the Endowment Fund. Steve is discussing a possible
leadership conference on campus with Dr. Quisenberry. Steve also
proposed a "slam-dunk" competition during Greek Week. The problem
of Congress attendance is growing in SGA, and Steve addressed the
members present about the situation.
Vice-President. Greg stressed the fact that he wants to create a
successful committee system. He discussed committees and meeting
dates. Greg also talked about the Council of Presidents, which will
tentatively meet at the first of March.
Programs Director. Melissa confirmed the newest possibility of a
professional wrestling show at Morehead . . . she also stressed that
the dividend should go into the Endowment Fund. Melissa thinks that
Exposi is a good concert opportunity for the student body . . .
representatives for the group spoke to Congress in favor of the concert.
Treasurer.

Administrative Fund
Special Events Fund

$ 6,900.45
$42,363.57

Public Relations. Keith talked about his trip to NACA . . . the trip
gave him a lot of ideas for entertainment on campus, including:
the comedian Marty Putz, novelty booths (photo booths and video buttons),
and "Karoke." The Regency Posters are ready to be put up, as are the
"Fire in Nunn" posters. Scrapbook and freshman record were discussed.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
SAFE. John Parton talked about the possibilities of a trust fund idea
for education in Kentucky institutions. He said he will give an update
next week. He also noted that the rally in Frankfort had good media
coverage. Glenn talked about SAFE committee meeting.

Student Government Association
Sponsoring Reception
for
Student Advocates for Higher Education

Activities List

1.

Call Radison Hotel and schedule a reception room for February 25, from
4-6:00 p.m. for approximately 200 people.

2.

Promotion through Trail Blazer

3.

Clyde will announce

4.

Encourage 100 students

5.

Letter to Morehead service region legislators to explain affair.

6.

Arrange for student transportation

7.

Schedule speakers Strathmann, Grote, Holten

8.

Specifically invite the Board of Regents.
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R.H.A. Andy spoke about the possibilities of kitchenettes in the
dorms. He says that they are looking at four dorms to start in first,
which are: Waterfield, Nunn, Alumni Tower, and Ca.rtmell. Andy also
talked about the possibilities of microwaves in the rooms.
OLD BUSINESS:

NONE.

NEW BUSINESS: Melissa asked for $22,000 for Expose . . . the motion
passed unanimously.
DISCUSSION: Greg said a chair needed to be appointed to the Reviewing
Committee. Kitchenettes and microwaves were further discussed.
ADJOURNMENT:

The.meeting was adjourned at 6diO p.m.
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TO:

Student Government Association Congress

FROM:

Steven R. Strathmann, President
Student Government Association

DATE:

February 24, 1988

RE:

•

606-783·2298

!:lR5

···Attendance.

Attendance requirements have not been a problem until this point in SGA meetings.
Although I realize many of you are in other organizations, meetings, and classes,
you were elected by peers to carry their vote and their discussion to SGA meetings
for the good of the students of Morehead State University.
If you do not attend these very important meetings you are cheating not only
yourself to do some good, but you are also cheating the people who voted for you.
Our new secretary, Buffie Mccoy, will have excuse slips on her desk that you must
submit for reason of absences. This is required by the Executive Officers of SGA.·
If cooperation is not met, other alternatives will be set forth. Two unexcused
absences will result in immediate dismissal.
Please help us help the students.
into MSU!l!I

bm/SRS

Your involvement will spark life and enthusiasm

-
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Financial Report--February 24, 1988
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•
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ADMINISTRATIVE FUND
Balance as of Feb. 17, 1988
RECEIPTS:

$ 7,146.38

NONE.

EXPENDITURES
2-19 Mary Nancy Lyon/Bumper Sticker Promo
2-19 Index Cards for Rally/Printing
2-24 Wholesale Auto Parts/Tank of helium/Rally
2-24 Bookstore/twine
2-24 Julie Hawkins/Bumper Sticker Promo
2-24 Ridgeland True Value
2-24 ·· Big 4 Lumber Co.
Balance of Expenditures

$ 25.00
18.75
68.79
1.61
25.00
4.78
102.00
245.93

Balance as of February 24, 1988

$ 6,900.45

SPECIAL EVENTS FUND
Balance as of February 17, 1988
RECEIPTS:

$45, 074.14

NONE.

EXPENDITURES
2-24
2-24
2-24
2-24
2-24

Theta Chi Fraternity/Rally Promo
The Knoxville Hilton/ACU-I
Mike Miller/mileage
Edmonds Talbert, Inc.
Ben Franklin/ribbon

Balance of Expenditures
Balance as of February 24, 1988

100.00
1,182.72
27.00
1,400.00
. 85
2,710.57
$42, 363.57

Respectfu~mitted,
<...--::,,;~:Jenn
D. M e a ~ ~

Student Government Association
Sponsoring Reception
for
Student Advocates for Higher Education

Activities List

1.

Call Radison Hotel and schedule a reception room for February 25, from
4-6:00 p.m. for approximately 200 people.

2.

Promotion through Trail Blazer

3.

Clyde will announce

4.

Encourage 100 students

5.

Letter to Morehead service region legislators to explain affair.

6.

Arrange for student transportation

7.

Schedule speakers Strathmann, Grote, Holten

8.

Specifically invite the Board of Regents.
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•

606-783-2298

Steve spoke about the Leadership Conference, and asked all the executives
to be there.
The new recruitment strategy for high school seniors was discussed.
The responsibilities of the Reviewing Committee was discussed. There
are presently three organizations asking the SGA for money: Fast Breaks
Dance Team, Cosmopolitan Club, and the Soccer team.
Steve talked about the prospects of Bellman's dollies for the dorms
·and hand-drying facilities for the restrooms on campus.
The idea of placing a pay-telephone outside ADUC was discussed by
the members.
The Executive Members decided that candidates may apply for Executive
positions for the up-coming term through the mail, if they are unable
to apply in person.
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TO:

Dr. Steve Taylor
Vice-President, Academic Affairs

FROM:

Steve Strathmann?·i'resident
Student Government Association

DATE:

March 1, 1988

RE:

Recruitment and Retention Strategy

•

606-783·2298

Next fall Morehead State University will attempt to recruit even
more students than last year. It is projected that we will increase
as a university by ninety-percent.
We have seen what hard work and determination can do for our institution.
With that in mind, the Student Government Association would like to give
a strong recommendation to an area of education recruitment and retention
that has yet been touched. Our suggestion is that we expand our
university to area high school seniors who are in the top ten percent
of their class.
We will send their parents a letter from Dr. Grote stating how pleased
we are with their academic excellence and wish them to continue their
success with MSU. MSU goes one step further and supplies thos~
students an introductory class on student life and academic awareness
and lets them earn one credit hour. The class will be transferrable
if the student attends MSU after graduation.
Hopefully, this will inspire these individuals to choose MSU--because
the class will be fun, a good experience, and a challenge. Furthermore,
we will use teachers who have just graduated that cannot find a job,
in the hopes of killing two birds with one stone.
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Government
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•
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Minutes of meeting--March 2,1988

•

Morehead, Kentucky 40351

•

606-783-2298

The meeting was called to order at 5:15pm by Steve Strathmann, and the roll was called
by Buffie Mccoy.
Students absent:

Brad Breeding
Andrea Lewis
Stephanie Barker
Andy Parker
Glenn Meade

Derek Combs
Bernard McKay
Derrick Brown
Mike Breeze
Greg Ramey

Lora Hardwick
Rick Whelan
Ada Miracle
Reva Ford

Susan Dearmond
John R. Williamson
Kim Easterling
Debbie Bailey

EXECUTIVE REPORTS
President. Steve told Congress about Greg's trip to Frankfort for a Higher Education
Luncheon. He discussed the fire alarm problem on campus. Steve also talked with the
Congress about the hours of Laughlin Health Building. He also spoke about the use of
the sauna and the equipment room. Steve corrected the Trailblazer on the issue of a
students' fall break.
Vice-President.

No Report.

Public Relations.

Keith told Congress that the Expose advertising is underway.

Programs Director.
for Expose.
Treasurer.

Melissa told Congress that Gary Delana, a comedian act, will open

No Report.

COMMITTEE REPORTS - None.
OLD BUSINESS:

NONE.

NEW BUSINESS: Scott Cassity, student, spoke to the Congress about the concept of a
Convenience store on campus. The issue was tabled until a bill is drawn up.
Keith proposed to pay Terry Farmer $100 for the art work he has done on SGA posters.
The bill unanimously passed. Promotional costs for WWF, $2,500, passed unanimously.
DISCUSSION: Mike Mincey took the floor and spoke about Higher Education cuts, and
the problems it will cause with increases next semester--$60 tuition increase, and
$40'.room increase.
ADJOURNMENT:

The meeting adjourned at 6:25.
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Minutes of the meeting
March 2 1988

•

Morehead, Kentucky 40351

•

606-783-2298

The meeting was called to order at 5:00pm by Steve Strathmann and the
roll was called by Buffie Mccoy,
Students absent:

Susan Dearmond
Michelle Beasley
Debbie Bailey

Stephanie Barker
Kim Easterling

Derrick Brown
Mike Breeze

EXECUTIVE COMMITTE REPORTS
President. Steve congratulated the ACU-I tournament team. He also
discussed the possiblilities of dollies for dorms, hand-dryers for
restrooms, installing a pay-telephone outside ADUC, recruitement ideas
for new students, and campus Leadership conference. Steve extended
a welcome to the new hall presidents.
Vice-President. Greg talked about the progress of the committees . . .
recommended that new chairpersons be appointed to the reviewing committee
and the campus life committee. Greg also spoke about the problems we
are having with the ice-machines on campus.
Program Director. Melissa reminded everyone to come and see Regency
perform tonight in Breckinridge Auditorium. She asked about the progress
of the Senior of the Month Committee.
Public Relations. Keith reviewed the progress on the drive for money
for the "Nunn Hall Fire Incident," which isn't very good to date.
The possibility of a freshman record was discussed, and John R. Williamson
was appointed to work on that during the summer.
Treasurer.

Administrative Fund
Special Events Fund

$ 6,540.45
$42,228.57

COMMITTEE REPORTS
SAFE. John Parton spoke about the committee's newest program, which
will be a "telethon" legislature hotline, to be held in Louisville.
RESIDENCE HALL LIVING. Andy Parker corrected last week's minutes, which
read "RHA committee," to Residence Hall Living committee. He also told
congress that they are working on the prospects of microwaves in the rooms
and kitchenettes.
Old Business:

NONE.

New Business: Jonn-R. Williamson appointed to chair the recruitement
comm., and Greg Ramey was appointed to chair the reviewing committee.
Discussion: The freshman record was discussed, and the kiEchenette (LLC)
facilities were discussed. Election sign-ups were announced.
Adjournment.

The meeting was adjourned at 6:00 pm.
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ADMINISTRATIVE FUND

$ 6,900.45

Balance as of March 2 , 1988
RECEIPTS - None.
EXPENDITURES
3- 4 Glenn Meade/SAFE Mileage
3- 4 Suz?nne Hart/Bumper Promo
3- 8 Deron L. Johnson/Bumper Promo
3- 22 MSU/Executive Scholarships
3- 23 As hland Office Supply .
3- 23 MSU/Convenience Copiers

34 . 92
25 . 00
25 . 00
1, 200 . 00
575 . 00
42.12

Balance of Expendi tures

1, 092.04
5 , 808 . 41

Balance as of March 23 , 1988

SPECIAL EVENTS FUND
42 , 363.57

Balance as of March 2, 1988
RECEIPTS- None .
EXPENDITURES
3- 3 Rowan County Board of Education
3- 3 Foodtown East/Hosp . Regency
3- 3 Thomas C. Rodger s/Regency Worker
3- 9 Holiday I nn/Rooms for Regency
3- 10 Terry L. Farmer/Honorarian
3- 22 Quick Tick Inte rnationa l/Ticke t s
Balance as of Expenditures

510 . 60
13 . 63
16 . 75
169.79
100 . 00
237.40
1, 048 .1 7
41, 315.40

Balance as of March 23 , 1988

Respect ul~ubmitt ed,
~ - ~4'd'
enn D. Meade, Treasurer
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•
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ADMINISTRATIVE FUND
BALANCE AS OF FEB; 24, , 19$ $

6,900.45

RECEIPTS: NONE
EXPENDITURES

3-2 Patrick France/Bumper sticker Promo.
3-2 Matt Skeese/S.A.F.E. Allotment
3-2 John Parton

25.00
154.00
1$1.00

Balance of Expenditures

360.00
6,540.45

Balance as of March 2, 19$$

SPECIAL EVENTS FUND
42,363.57

BALANCE AS OF FEB. 24, 19$$
RECEIPTS: NONE
EXPENDITURES

3-2 ACU-I/additional fees
Balance as of March 2, 19$$

~

19?s

135.00
42,228.57

PROPOSED
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE ELECTIONS
Spring 1988
Sign- Ups for Candidates :
Wednesday, March 7, 19 88 t o Thursday , March 24 , 1988, 1 0 a.m .
to 4 p .m. weekdays, Student Government Association Office, ADUC.
(excluding Spring Break Week)
Candidate Meeting for Reviewing Ele ction Rul es :
Thursday, March 24, 1988 , 5 p .m. , ADUC, East Room A
Campaigning to begin:
Friday, March 25 , 1988, at 7 a . m.
Primary Election:
Tuesday , April 5, 1988, 10 a . m. to 5 p . m., ADUC, First Floor
~- Tuosde,; April 12, 19iHL

General Electio.1:
Tuesday, April 19, 1988 , 10 a . m. to 5 p.m., ADUC, First Floor
Student Regent Election:
In the event an election is n eeded to select the Student Regent to
the MSU Board of Regents, the following sch edule will be utilized:
A.

Sign- ups - April 20 , 10 a.m. to 5 p . m. and April 21 , 10 a . m.
to 4 p .m., Student Government Association Office , ADUC.

B.

Meeting with candidates - Thursday, April 21, 5 p .m., East
Room, ADUC.

C.

Campaignin g begins Friday, April 22 , at 7 a.rn.

D.

Student Regent Election - Thursday, April 28, 1988, 10 a . m. to
5 p.m., ADUC First Floor.

Final Congress Mee ting:
Wednesday, May 4 , 19 88, 5 :00 p.m., Eagle Room , ADUC
Installation Banquet:
Thursday, May

5, 1988, 6:30 p . m., Red Room, ADUC

-
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TO:

All Students of Morehead State University

FROM:

Steve Strathmann, President
Student Government Association

DATE:

March 7, 1988

RE:

5.S

•

606-783-2298

•

'

"Leadership Conference '88

I

11

Student Development and your Student Government Association will
sponsor "Leadership Conference 1 88 11 • This Leadership Conference
will strengthen Morehead State University students in each and
everyone of our organizations on campus. The key to any successful organization is it's leadership. In these three seminars we
will show you how to deligate authority to individuals positively,
show you tactful successful communication between organizaiton
members, faculty and friends and lastly show the importance and
uses of parlimentary procedure. All three seminars will be presented in Breckinridge Hall at 9 p.m. by Morehead State University
faculty.
We will kick the seminars off on Monday, March 21, with Dr. Joyce
Whiting, Assistant Professor in Speech Communicaiton on the
benefits of and how to communicate to your organization successfully._
• March 28, Dr. Bill Whitaker, Associate Dean of Business and
Education will present "Delegating Authority"
• Lastly, Dr. James Quisenberry, Professor of Speech Communication,
will explain "Pralimentary Procedure's Benefits to student
organization and how it affects the leadership of an individual.
After Dr. Quisenberry's presentation, the President of Morehead
State University, Dr. C. Nelson Grote, will give a brief statement to the audience. Each session will last approximately one
hour. Time will be alloted for comments, questions and answers
from the audience. Student Development and S.G.A. wants to help
the student body of M.S.U. become great leaders or at lease
show you how to. Thank you for your time, consideration and
energy. Hope to see you on March 21. This is totally free.
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TO:

Morehead State University Students

FROM:

Steve Strathmann, President
Student Government Association

DATE:

March 7, 1988

RE:

1988 Leadership Conference

•

606-783-2298

s.s.

The Division of Student Development and your Student Government
Association throughout March will sponsor "Leadership Conference
'88,"
This leadership conference wi 11 strengthen Morehead
State University students in each and every one of our organizations on campus.
The key to any successful organization
is its leadership.
In these three seminars we will show you
how to delegate authority to individuals positively; show you
tactful, successful communication between organization members,
faculty and friends; and, lastly, show the importance and uses
of parliamentary procedure. All three seminars will be presented
in Breckinridge Hall at 9 p.m.
by Morehead State University
faculty.
o We will begin the seminars on Monday, March 21, with Ms.
Joyce Whiting, Assistant Professor of Speech, on the benefits
of and how to communicate to your organization successfully.
o On Monday, March 28, Dr. Bill Whitaker, Associate Dean of
Business and Economics, will present "Delegating Authority."
o On Monday, April 4, Dr. James Quisenberry, Professor of Speech,
will explain "Parliamentary Procedure's Benefits" to student
organizations and how it affects the leadership of an
individual.
After Dr. Quisenberry's presentation, Morehead State University
President C. Nelson Grote will give a brief statement to the.
audience.
Each session will last approximately one hour.
Time will be allotted for comments, questions, and answers
from the audience.
Student Development and S.G.A. want to
help the student body of MSU become effective leaders.
Thank
you for your time and consideration.
Hope to see you on
March 21!
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TO:

All Students of Morehead State University

FROM:

Steve Strathmann, President
Student Government Association

DATE:

March 7, 1988

RE:

"Leadership Conference '88"

•

606-783-2298

•

5.S

Student Development and your Student Government Association will
sponsor "Leadership Conference 1 88 11 • This Leadership Conference
will strengthen Morehead State University students in each and
everyone of our organizations on campus. The key to any successful organization is it's leadership. In these three seminars we
will· show you how to deligate authority to individuals positively,
show you tactful successful communication between organizaiton
members, faculty and friends and lastly show the importance and
uses of parlimentary procedure. All three seminars will be presented in Breckinridge Hall at 9 p.m. by Morehead State University
faculty.
We will kick the seminars off on Monday, March 21, with Dr. Joyce
Whiting, Assistant Professor in Speech Communicaiton on the
benefits of and how to communicate to your organization successfully._
• March 28, Dr. Bill Whitaker, Associate Dean of Business and
Education will present "Delegating Authority"
• Lastly, Dr. James Quisenberry, Professor of Speech Communication,
will explain "Pralimentary Procedure's BernC?fits to student
organization and how it affects the leadership of an individual.
After Dr. Quisenberry's presentation, the President of Morehead
State University, Dr. C. Nelson Grote, will give a brief statement to the audience. Each session will last approximately one
hour. Time will be alloted for comments, questions and answers
from the audience. Student Development and S.G.A. wants to help
the student body of M.S.U. become great leaders or at lease
show you how to. Thank you for your time, consideration and
energy. Hope to see you on March 21. This is totally free.

SGA 3-9-88-27
Whereas:

Terry Farmer has done the art work for at least 6
different SGA Posters and

Whereas:

He has not been paid for any of these and

Whereas:

This has been an invaluable service for SGA and

Whereas:

The sum of $100 would break down to less than $20 a
poster and

Whereas:

The ser.vices of a commercial artist could run as much
as $100 per layout, therefore

Be It Proposed: that SGA allot $100 from the.Ad~inistrative Fund
to cover these and any other art layouts we may need
this year.
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MINUTES OF THE SGA MEETING ON WEDNESDAY, MARCH 23 , 1988 .
The meeting was cal l ed to order at 5:15 p.m. by Steve Strathman and
roll was taken by Buffie McCoy .
Representatives Absent:

Brad Breeding (ex)
Susan Dearmond
Kevin Hall
Ada Miracle
Kim Easterling
Mike Breeze
Reva Ford
Debbie Bailey
Jamie Lester

**representatives
are reminded to
complete " excuse forms "
if they are absent!
(see Buffie)

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORTS
President: Steve informed SGA of the Vice-Presidential Search Committee,
ice machines --vandalism and maintenance, the Leadership Conference
scheduled in Riggle Room at 5pm on April 5,12, & 19, mini grocery
stores on campus , "the worn path" on the hil l of Mignon Complex,
the attendance policy, and the absence of lights at Raider Hall .
He also discussed the possiblity of a pay phone being mount ed
outside ADUC (steps for this were already in progress).
Steve said
that he would ask for congress approval of three appointments at
the next meeting.
Vice President and Student Regent: Greg Ramey presented re asoning
for room increase ($40) for the Fall 1988 term. This topic will
be up for consideration at the next Board of Regents Meeting .
Program Director: Expose' tickets are on sale in the student
activities office $4 for MSU students with valid ID. General Admission
$ 10. Steve commented that he was in the process of getting
sponsors for the concert so that profits from the concert could
help build the Endowment Fund.
Public Re lations: Keith has secured WLAP, WAMX, and WMOR to do
advertising for the Expose ' concert. He also remined SGA of
Executive Officer s i gn-ups and elections. Posters for both
the elections and Expose' are ready for distribution.
Treasurer.

Administrative Fund .. ... 5,808 . 41*
Special Events Fund . . . . . 41,315.40*
*as of March 23, 1988

SAFE:

Glenn announced that the telethon has been cancel l ed.
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PAGE 2

COMMITTEE REPORTS
SAFE:

Glenn announced that the telethon has been cancelled.

Legislative Action: Glenn presented and discussed changes in
the SGA election rules. The changes were in sections H, L, and S.
Reviewing Committee: Greg told SGA that an application from
the Fast Breaks Dance Group has been submitted and the committee
will review and make a recommendation at the next meeting.
Student Recruitment: Those interested in student recruitment
should contact John R. Williamson
OLD BUSINESS
none!
NEW BUSINESS
After debate "question" was called on proposal from room increase.
Bill passed.
Andy Parker, RHA President, presented a proposal concerning the
allowance of microwaves in residential halls beginning in Fall 1988.
Bill passed-unanimously!
DISCUSSION
Discussion was centered on the "Open House" scheduled for Saturday,
March 26, 1988.
The meeting was adjourned by Steve Strathman

BM: jw
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WHEREAS, There are indications that the MSU Administrat ion .. will propose an increase
of $40 per semester on residence halls beginning with Fall 19~8 semester .
WHEREAS, We recognize that utilities are increa sing and additional halls have been
opened this academic yea r resulting in salary increases .
WHEREAS, State support for Kentucky ' s Public Institutions of Higher Education appears
to be diminishing .
WHEREAS, Students are never in favor of increasing any fees but recognize that it is
evident that to maintain the gr owth and development of our university, thi s
increase is necessary.
BE IT PROPOSED, That SGA endorse the university administration ' s proposal to the
Board of Regents that room rent be increased by $40 per semester.
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SGA* 3-23-88* 29
WHEREAS , There are indications that t he MSU Administration. will propose an increase
of $40 per semester on residence halls beginning with Fall 19~8 semester .
WHEREAS, We recognize that utilities are increasing and additional halls have been
opened this academic year resulting in salary increases.
WHEREAS, State support for Kentucky ' s Public Institutions
to be diminishing.

ot' Higher Education appears

WHEREAS , Students are never in favor of increasing any fees but recognize that it is
evident that to mainta in the growth and development of our university, this
increase is necessary.
BE IT PROPOSED, That SGA endorse the university administration ' s proposal to the
Board of Regents that room rent be increased by $40 per semester .

Respectively Submitted

Executive Committee
Greg Ramey
*Approved by SGA Congress on March 23 , 1988
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SGA* 3-23-87*28
WHEREAS, The students need an option to cook their own meals in the residence halls,
WHEREAS, T_here are restrictions concerning cooking in the residence halls,

,,

WHEREAS, The Physical Plant, Housing, and Residence Education have given their
endorsement for microwaves in residence hall rooms,
BE IT PROPOSED, That the Student Government Association approve the permitting of
students_bringing personally owned microwaves into their residence
hall rooms,
Respectfully ?>'.bmitted,

(2,/._

/~l

Andy Pfuer, Chairman
Residence Hall Living Committee

Approved by SGA Congress on March 23, 1988

,,
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council of Presidents
Minutes
March 28, 1988
Clement Liew
Members present: Yunus Masri
Wendy Williams
Marsha Butler
Richard Blanton
Dionne Franklin
Cathy Wanke .
Derek Combs
Rosemary Stapleton
Lora Hardwick
Andy Parker
Steven Todd
Shelley Tobergta
Karen Frankl in
Joe Long
Mike Brann
Steve Strathmann
Melissa Gardner
Greg Ramey
Greg Ramey, as chairman, called the meeting to order and introduced
Steve Strathmann as special advisor.
Being the first meeting, discussion was the only order of the day.
Fraternity row was a concern of IFC and was addressed by Myron
Doan, Greek advisor. Andy Parker announced the coming of
Residence Hall Week, April 11-15. Each organization was invited
to set_ up a booth at the Spring Madness on the 12th. The
Black Coalition asked for suggestions to increase attendance at
their events. A suggestion was to publish a calendar of events
out of the Office of Student Development each month. This
calendar would be accessible to all campus organizations.
Black Awareness Week was announced for April 18-24. The role of
Student Alumni Ambassadors was discussed. Marsha Butler stated
that the feeling at the Baptist Student Union was that there was
a need for more openess and cooperation among campus organizations.
The discussion produced a suggestion for a cook-out for the
campus presidents. Steve Strathmann and Marsh Butler will be
coordinating the event. The Cosmopolitan Club announced the
International Banquet on April 16th at 6:30 p,m. with Mrs. Mignon
Doran as speaker.
Mr. Ramey encouraged each organization to bring a list of events
to the meetings to be included in the campus calendar. He announced
the next meeting as April 11th at 4:00 p,m. in the Riggle Room.
He asked the presidents to send a representative if they could not
attend in person.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:00 p,m.
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606-783-2298

Administrative Fund
Balance as of March 23, 1988

5,808.41

Receipts - None
Expenditures
3-25

Micheal Cole/Bumper Sticker Promo.

25.00

Balance as of March 30, 1988

5,783.41

Special Events Fund
Balance as of March 23,1988

41,315.40

Receipts- None
Expenditures
3-28

Expose' Posters

36.50

3-28

Allen's Foodtown West/Purchases
for Greenwood and Speedwagon
Concerts for Hospitality

86.26

Balance of Expenditures
Balance as of March 30, 1988

122.76
41,192.64

-. Meade,

reasurer
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Minutes for 3/30/88 SGA Meeting
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The meeting was called to order at 5:10pm by Steve Strathmann, and the
roll was called by Melissa Gardner . Corrections were made to the prior
meeting's minutes: J amie Lester said he was present . Everett Mar kwe ll
said h e was present as proxy for Brian Souder . Minutes were then approve d.
Students absent:

Ho l ly Catanzaro
Kevin Hall
Michelle Beas l ey
Reva Ford

Susan Dearmond
Derrick Brown
Kim Easterl ing
Debbie Bai l ey

Kerry Daugherty
Ada Miracle
Mike Breeze
Buffie Mccoy

President ' s Report.
Steve discussed preparations for the Board of
Regents meeting. He felt the Council of Presidents had started on
a positive note . Th ere a r e tenative plans for a picnic . Laughlin
Healt h Building has changed administration of the recreation programs
intio t h e office of Student Deve l opment . Residence Hall mini-grocery
stores are possibly to be handled by a bidding throught the office of
Business Services. Steve is continuing to work on a leadership conference
wi th the Speaker's Bureau. Joe P l anck responded to the request fo r
add i tion al lighting by promising installation of lights at Rader Hal l .
Vice-President.

NO REPORT

P r ograms Director . Melissa asked for an extra push from Congress
members for the Expose concert.
She is working on the set-up for the
debate for the presidential candi dates . The debate is to be held
April 11th at 7:30pm in the Rigg l e Room with seven panelists . Melissa
discussed the proposal for KAROKE. Andy Parker received Senior of t h e
Mon th .
Pub l ic Relations. Keith reported on the ads for Expose. He had
receive d a reel - to-reel from WLAP of their ad and would have it
converted for playing in ADUC . Keith also supported the KAROKE
proposa l .
Treasurer. Administrative Fund
Special Events Fund

$5,783.41
$41,192 . 64

Committee Reports
Residence Hal l Living: Residence Hall Week is April 11 - 15 .
Spring
Madness wi l l be on Tuesday, 12th. The committee is looking into a
better system for room sign- ups .
Campus I mprovement: They are researching more street lights and more
dryers i n the hal l s.
Reviewing Committee: The committee gave endorsements to the Fast Breaks
Dance Team for $600 and the Cosmopolitan Club for $500 .
Legis l ative Action: The committee deemed campaigning signs staked in the
ground as inappropriate . Poll workers were signed up .
New Business :

SGA 3 - 30-88* 30 passed unanimously .

This bill allotte d

up to $4000 for KAROKE which included $50 prizes for three groups:
independents, organizations, and residence hall sponsor. SGA 3-30-88*31
passed. This bill allotted $500 for the Cosmopolitan Club to use in .. their
International Day, April 16th. SGA 3-30-88*32 passed. This bill
allotted $600 for the Fast Breaks Dance Team for paying for uniforms.
Outstanding Congress Member nominations were made--Andy Parker, Melissa
Gardner, Keith Flora, and Steve Strathmann. Secret Ballot was recieved.
Meeting was adjourned at 6:10pm.
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SGA*3-30 - 88* 3 0

WHEREAS , the SGA is committed to providing enjoyable entertainment
for MSU students .
BE IT PROOSED, that SGA al l ot up to $4,000 to sponsor Karoke
on April 12 , 1988 .

-1· ~c

~ti

Respectfully Submitted,

Melissa Gardner
7
rograms Director
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SGA*3-30-88*31
Whereas:

The Cosmopolitan Club International Day & Banquet
will be held on April 16, 1988

Be It Proposed:

That SGA allot $500 in support of these events.

'~Approved on 3-30-88 by SGA Congress

SGA*3-30-88*32
Whereas:

The Fast Breaks Dance Team has purchased uniforms for
the team.

Whereas:

This team represents MSU at many events and functions

Whereas:

This team has raised partial funding for their uniforms.

Be It Proposed: That SGA allot $600 toward purchasing uniforms
for the Fast Breaks Dance Team.
*Approved on 3-30-88 by SGA Congress

.l
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Revenue
Expose Concert
April 6, 1988
Receipts
Deposit 1
Deposit 2
Deposit 3

$

507.00
446.00
3,929.00

$4,882.00

Receivables
UK Outlet
Ashland Outlet
MSU:
Minority Affairs
UC/SA
Admissions

$

175.50
60.00
95.00
75.00
325.00

730.50
$5,612.50

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
Presidential Debate
April 11, 1988
I.

II.

III.

OPENING STATEMENTS
Each candidate has three minutes for opening statements .
Cand idate going first will be decided by the toss of
a coin ,
QUESTIONS - 1 Per Panel Member
Each candidate wi ll have three minutes for answering ,
1st candidate - two minutes
2nd candidate - three minutes
1st candidate - one minute for rebuttle
Cand idates will alternate who answers first.
CLOSING STATEMENTS
Each candidate has three minutes for closing statement.
Candidate going last on opening statement will be first
on clos ing statement .

Moderator has final authority on the running of the debate.

Council of Presidents
Minutes
April 11, 1988

Greg Ramey, chairman, called the meeting to order at 4:00pm and
opened the floor to discussion. He turned the floor over to Steve
Strathmann, who told the committee about the Expose Concert and how
it was handled. It was also- discussed by Mr. Strathmann and Marsha
Butler about a picnic on May 4th for all Student Organization· ·
·
presidents and next year's president. They felt it would pull all
student organizations together. It was concluded that on May 4 at
5:30 pm at the BSU, all· student organization presidents and next
year's have a cookout. The meeting adjourned at 4:35pm.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
Presidential Debate
April 11, 1988 ·
I,

II,

Ill,

OPENING STATEMENTS
Each candidate has three minutes for opening statements,
Candidate going first will be decided by the toss of
a coin,
QUESTIONS - 1 Per Panel Member
Each candidate will have three minutes for answering,
1st candidate - two minutes
2nd candidate - three minutes
1st candidate - one minute for rebuttle
Candidates will alternate who answers first,
CLOSING STATEMENTS
Each candidate has three minutes for closing statement,
Candidate going last on opening statement will be first
on closing statement,

Moderator has final authority on the running of the debate,
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TO:

Morehead State University Student Organization Presidents

FROM:

Steven R. Strathma nn , President
Student Government Association

DATE:

April 1 2 , 1988

RE:

Cookou t

sies

'88

On Wednesday, May4, at 5:50pm on the lawn of the Baptist Student Union
there will be a cookout for organizational presidents and next year's
president. This promises to be an exciting time for a ll who attend.
Th~ purpos e is to acquaint yourselves with other presidents of organizations
so that the rest of this year and next year we can become working partners
for the success of the student body.
I feel very strongly that the key to a successful student b o dy is through
its leaders on campus. This cookout is for your benefit a nd is free.
Rain will cancel the event and will be rescheduled . Please RSVP.
Any questions or comments, stop by the Student Government Office on the
second floor of ADUC, or call 783-2298 . Please help us help you on
May 4th at BSU . "Together We Gan i "
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TO:

Mike Mincey

FROM:

Steven R. Strathmann , President
Student Government Association

DATE:

April 12,1988

RE:

Mini Grocery Stores in Residence Halls

•

606-783-2298

5/lS

We believe that Morehead State Univer sity can affectively generate
more r etention, recruitement, a nd revenue if we contract , or us e
our own Food Service, to install mini - grocery stores in a residence
hall or halls .
This would be a major convenience for the students on campus . The
idea of mini-grocery stores could be effectively publicized to promote
student life among the student body. We truly feel that the institution
cou ld benefit from this .
As you are well aware, Govern o r Wi l kinson and his admin i stration are
not in favor of giving Commonwealth Institutions any funds for upcoming
years . We strongly believe that this will help our institution in t hree
ways to counteract Governor Wilkinson' s decisions, which are : retention-focusing mainly on bring ing students back to the campus; recruitement -attracting new students to MSU; a nd revenue -- the possiblities of
generating substantia l revenu e for the institution's benefit are highly
likely.
P l ease consider this issue , and contact me as soon as you have any
information. Thank you.

cc:

Larry Stephenson
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TO:

Mike Mincey

FROM:

Steven R. Strathmann, President
Student Government Association

DATE:

April 12, 1988

RE:

Married Student Housing Laundromat Accessibility

•

606-783-2298

:,/<5

It has come to my attention from members of Married Student Housing
that the laundromat sign they use needs to be changed to "Lakewood
Terr.ace Residents ONLY."
The problem is that outside community members use their laundromat.
It is my understanding that we must enforce this rule and do whatever
it may take to make the laundromat more accessible to the Lakewood
Terrace Residents only..
·· ' •
Also, Married Student Housing residents have proposed that a lock should
be placed on the laundromat with keys available only to those individuals
entitled to use of the facilities.
We feel that these matters should be attended to quickly, for safety
and convenience of the students.
Please contact me as soon as any information becomes available to you.
Thank you for your time and consideration.

cc:
cc:

Larry Stephenson
Reva Ford
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April 13, 1988
TO:

Student Congresspeople..o ~J

FROM:
RE:

John R. Wil l iamso~~dent Recruitment Committee Chairman
Events for remainder of 1987-1988 year and Summer Terms

Friday, April 22, 1988 Admissions Office will host 166 6th graders
sponsored by Ashland Oil as part of a drop-out prevention program.
The admissions office has asked for 6 people to help host this
program. Please l et me know if you are interested.
You need to work between 9:30 and 12:00 anytime is helpful!
SOAR-- surnmer orientation for incoming freshmen
*specifically need people who will be here during the summer
*lots of fun
*need to know if you plan to help by May 1
Dates :

June 16 - 17

(Thursday & Friday)

June 24 - 25

(Friday & Saturday)

July 15-16

( Friday & Saturday)

July 21 - 22

(Thursday & Friday)

SGA*4-13-88 *35
Whereas:

There is a need for access to a phone after ADUC is
closed each night,

Whereas:

The Office of Communications has proposed a vandal
resistant hands-free telephone to be installed outside
ADUC,

Whereas:

This phone will be a local call, reverse charges or
credit card phone,

Be It Proposed That: SGA allot $700 to provide this phone service
to students. This would include phone, case and
installation.

SGA*4-13-88*34
Whereas:

At the Council of Presidents meeting on April 11, 1988,
it was suggested to have a picnic for the Council of
President's members,

Whereas:

This picnic would include the 1987-88 and 1988-89
presidents (approximately 130 persons)-,-

Whereas:

The picnic would be held on May 4, 1988, at 5:30 p.m.
at the B.S.U.,

Be It Proposed That:
supplies.

SGA allot $300 to provide purchase of picnic

SGA*4-13-88*33
Whereas:

The Laughlin Health Building Weight Room is in need
of service and repair,

Whereas :

We have worked to get the LHB Weight Room more accessible to students

Be It Proposed That: SGA allot $1,000 to the Office of
University Center/Student Activities to use for this
service and repair.

SGA*4-13-88*33
Whereas:

The Laughlin Health Building Weight Room is in need
of service and repair,

Whereas:

We have worked to get the LHB Weight Room more accessible to students

Be It Proposed That: SGA allot $1,000 to the Office of
University Center/Student Activities to use for this
service and repair.

SGA*4-13-88*34
Whereas:

At the Council of Presidents meeting on April 11, 1988,
it was suggested to have a picnic for the Council of
President's members,

Whereas:

This picnic would include the 1987-88 and 1988-89
presidents (approximately 130 persons)-,-

Whereas:

The picnic would be held on May 4, 1988, at 5:30 p.m.
at the B . S • U • ,

Be It Proposed That:
supplies.

SGA allot $300 to provide purchase of picnic

SGA*4-13-88,r 35

~
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Whereas:

There is a need for access to a phone after ADUC is
closed each night,

Whereas:

\
The Office of Communications has proposed a vandal
resistant hands-free telephone to be installed outside
ADUC,

Whereas:

This phone will be a local call, reverse charges or
credit card phone,

:\~

~J

Be It Proposed That: SGA allot $700 to provide this phone service
to students . This would include phone, case and Gxe~thi,e Gm~f!c
installation.
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APRIL*l3*1988*36

A proposal requesting the SGA treasurer to add a second line to
each entry on the treasurer's report / ledger sheet indicating
what the specific cause for each expense .
This will begin with the 1988-1989 school year.
Example:
Now:
*taken from Financial Statement as of June 30, 1987

Expenditures

*no te the figures
column will not
change!

4-27 Harp Enterprises
4-30 Harp Enterprises
5-5 Trailblazer
With this proposal:
Expenditures
4-27 Harp Enterprises
setting of voting machines
4-30 Harp Enterprises
printing of voting ballots
5-5 Trailblazer
student court advertisement

Also a recommendation to look into the possibility of putting
the treasurer's report on computer (as recommended by the Treasurer) .
As well as the minutes on computer (as recommended by the Secretary).
Submitted by:

John R. Williamso~

Student
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April*l3*1988*37

A proposal permitting Graham Studios, Inc . to produce a yearbook
of incoming freshmen for the 1988-1989 school year with a option
to renew for two consecutive years. This proposa~ will go into
effect immediately upon passage . This proposal will require no
monetary - funds other than initial expenses which will be reinbursed
by the vendor.
Explanation
*company from Louisville, Ky
*soft cover
*14 university pages
*direct mailing
*company will handle all marketing/advertising , etc
*unlimited graphics
* SGA must design entire book (can be very advantageous)

COST :

10.50 each

price is complete

with option of adding $1.00 for SGA revenue .

submitted by

John R. Williamso~
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April*l3*1988*38

A proposal permitting Her££ Jones (ICP) to produce "The Freshman
Record" for incoming freshmen for the 1988 - 1989 school year with
an option to renew for two consecutive years. This proposal will
go into effect immediately upon passage . This proposal will
require no monetary funds other than initial expenses which will
be reiJlfursed by the vendor.
Explanation
*company from Shawnee Mission, Kansas
*soft cover
*12 university pages
*direct mailing
*company will handle all marketing / advertising, etc
*unlimited graphics
*only 12 pages designed by university--rest by company
COST 13.25

price is complete

with option of adding $1.00 for SGA revenue

submitted by

John R. Wi lliamso~
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SGA
ESTIMATED
OUTSTANDING OBLIGATIONS
April 13, 1988
Endowment
World Wrestling Federation
Weight Room
Phone
Picnic
Banquet
Vehicles
Voting Machines
Radio Spots
Dogwood Tree
Imperial
Concessions
Bumper Sticker
Trail Blazer
Copiers
TOTAL

$5,600.00
3,000.00
1,000.00700.00
300.00
1,200.00
500.00 7
-1
750.00
576.00
50.00
25.00
200.00
100.00
200.00 300.00
$14,501.00
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Financial Statement, April 13, 1988
Administrative Fund
Balance as of March 30, 1988

$ 5,783.41

Receipts
None
Expenditures
4-5 MSU/Executive Scholarships
1200.00
4-6 Printing/Convenience Copiers
53.24
4-6 Wright's Photography
10.50
4-6 Eagle Office Supply/SAFE Supplies
4.56
Balance of Expenditures

1268.30

Balance as of April 13, 1988

4,515.11

Special Events Fund
Balance as of March 30, 1988
Receipts
4-5 Total Expose Ticket Sales
Beginning Balance plus receipts

41,192.64
5,612.50

Expenditures
3-31 Cellar Door Entertainment/
Expose
1,850.00
3-31 Pantera/Expose Concert
16,000.00
3-31 Dancing Bear Productions/
Comedian Gary Delana
1,300.00
4-4 Dancing Bear Productions/
air Travel Gary Delana
240.00
4-5 Cosmopolitan Club/SGA
3-30-88*31
500.00
4-5 Fast Breaks Dance Team/SGA
3-30-88*
600.00
4-7 MSU Convenience Copiers
43.00
4-7 Ridgeland True Value Hrdwr./
Duct tape for Expose Concert
19.47
4-7 Allen's Foodtown East/Hospitality 250.86
4-11 Scott-Gross Inc./dry ice for
Expose Concert
42.70
4-11 Spotlight Rentals
900.00
4-11 Individual Concert Workers
1,559.09

46,805.14

606-783-2298

4-11 New York Speaker's Bureau, Inc./
Show on April 12,1988 -Karoke
3,500.00
4-13 James A. Parker/ Bumper Sticker
Promotion
25.00
4-13 Joe Hansen/Equipment Karoke
50.00
4-13 Jo Ann Sizemore/Karoke Winner
25.00
4-13 Holly Catanzaro/Karoke Winner
25.00
25.00
4-13 Beverly Hoase/ Karoke Winner
4-13 Chris Clark/Karoke Winner
25.00
4-13 Leslie Clemons
25.00
25.00
4-13 Kerry Daugherty
4-13 WAMX/Expose Ads.
495.00
Balance of Expenditures
Balance .. as of April 13, 1988

31,086.92
15, 718.22
bmitted,
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4-18-88
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
PRIMARY ELECTION
ADRON DORAN UNIVERSITY CENTER
TUESDAY, APRIL 19, 1988
TO BE READ BY ALL ELECTION WORKERS BEFORE THEY BEGIN WORK!
1.

2.
3.

ONLY STUDENTS WITH I.D. 'S THAT HAVE THE SPRING 1988 VALIDATION
STICKER ON THEM WILL BE ALLOWED TO VOTE. A STUDENT CANNOT
VOTE WITHOUT HIS / HER I . D. NO EXCEPTIONS! I I CONTACT
MR . STEPHENSON IF THERE IS A PROBLEM.
(I . D. VALIDATIONS . ARE AVAILABLE IN UC/SA OFFICE-2ND
FLOOR)
.
COMPARE THE PHOTOGRAPH ON THE I.D. AND HAVE THE STUDENT SIGN
HIS / HER NAME ON THE PRINTOUT PROVIDED AT THE POLLING AREA.
IF THERE IS ANY PROBLEM WITH A VOTING MACHINE, CONTACT

MR . STEPHENSON.

4.

LIFT ENTRANCE KNOB TO ACTIVATE MACHINE. THE STUDENT MUST
TURN THE SWITCH AT THE LEFT TOP TO CLOSE THE CURTAINS. AFTER
THE STUDENT HAS VOTED, ALL HE/SHE MUST DO TO OPEN THE CURTAINS
IS TO TURN THE SWITCH AT THE LEFT TOP OF THE MACHINE . AS THE
SWITCH IS TURNED THE MECHANISM OF THE MACHINE WILL CLEAR THE
SMALL LEVER(S) THE VOTER HAS PULLED TO CAST HIS / HER VOTE(S) .
NO ONE WILL KNOW HOW HE / SHE VOTED.

5.

THE VOTER CAN ONLY VOTE FOR ONE CANDIDATE IN EACH OFFICE.

6.

DO NOT AT ANY TIME LEAVE THE POLLS UNATTENDED .

7.

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS , AT ANY TIME, CONTACT MR . STEPHENSON
AT THE OFFICE OF UNIVERSITY CENTER/STUDENT ACTIVITIES ON THE
SECOND FLOOR OF ADUC.

Good Luck!
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April 20,1988

ADMINISTRATIVE FUND
Balance as of April 13, 1988

$ 4,51.'.>.ll

Receipts- None.
Expenditures-None.
Balance as of April 13, 1988

$ 4,515.11

SPECIAL EVENTS FUND
Balance as of April 13, 1988

$15,718.22

Receipts-None.
Expenditures
4-19 Daniel Newland/Expose Worker

$23.45

Balance as of April 20, 1988

$15,694.77
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SGA
SPECIAL EVENTS FUND
ESTIMATED
OUTSTANDING OBLIGATIONS
April 22, 1988
Endowment
World Wrestling Federation
Phone
Picnic
Banquet
Vehicles
Voting Machines
Radio Spots
Dogwood Tree
Imperial
Concessions
Bumper Sticker
Copiers
TOTAL

$ 5,600.00
3,000.00
700.00
300.00
1,200.00
300.00
700.00
576.00
50.00
25.00
200.00
100.00
300.00
$13,051.00

l'.,,.~
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SGA
Administrative Fund
Estimated Outstanding Obligations
April 22, 1988
Printing
Copies
Maintenance
Miscellaneous

$

200.00
210.00
365.00
300.00

$1,075.00

Student Government Association
Account Balance
April 22, 1988
Special Events Fund
Balance, April 22, 1988
Estimated Obligations
Unencumbered Balance

$17,343.85
13,051.00
$4,292.85

Administrative Fund
Balance, April 22, 1988
Estimated Obligations
Unencumbered Balance
Total Unencumbered Funds

$ 3,939.65
1,075.00
2,864.65
$7,157.50

Six photos mailed.

Photo
·
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NEW SGA OFFICERS AT MSU
Morehead State University's Student Government Association recently elected officers
for the 1988-89 academic year.

Elected were, from left, Bernard L. McKay of

Maysville, treasurer; Karen Franklin of Hheelersburg, Ohio, vice president; Andy
--Parker-of- J;a i r,born,- Ohi o,-pres i dent; Buffi e McCoy of Be 1-fry, secretary-; Dennis-----.
O'Hara of Nesconset, N.Y., public relations director, and Christopher Hart of
Corbin, program director.
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
4-23-88py
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UP0 BOX 1100

MOAEHEAD. KV 40361

606-783-2030

April 23, 1988
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Andy Parker of Fairborn, Ohio, has been elected president
of Morehead State University's Student Government Association for the 1988-89
academic year.
"We ran a different type of campaign," the new president said of his victory.
"It was a total group effort and the hard work of everyone really paid off. 11
Parker, the son of Mr. and Nrs. James A. Parker, is president of the Bowling
Team, Blue Key and the Residence Hall Association . A senior management major, he
is a member of the Student Alumni Ambassadors and Sigma Nu fraternity.
Also elected as members of the SGA Executive Board were:
Karen A. Franklin, senior physical education/health major and the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard S. Franklin of Wheelersburg, Ohio, vice president. She
is president of Panhellenic Council and a member of Delta Zeta sorority .
Buffie McCoy, freshman communications major and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ellie McCoy of Belfry, secretary. She is a member of Blue Key and the Equestrian
Club.
Bernard L. McKay, freshman accounting major and the son of Mr. and Mrs. Patrick
J. McKay Jr., of Maysville, treasurer.
Dennis M. O'Hara, junior majoring in radio-television and journalism and the
son of John F. and Julia O'Hara of Nesconset, N.Y., public relations director.
He is vice president of the Interfraternity Council and a member of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon fraternity.
Christopher Hart, freshman management major and the son of Duane Hart and
Barbara Tripp of Corbin, program director. He is a member of Theta Chi fraternity.
During the coming year, Parker plans to get as many students involved as
possible in SGA. "He want to open all communications lines," he said. "We feel
that increased student participation will help in student retention," he added.
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SGA EIID0WMENT FUND INCREASED

The Morehead State University Student Government Association Scholarship Endowment
Fund was increased by $8,000 recently.

Making the presentation of the check was

Steve Strathmann, right, Williamsburg, Ohio, senior and outgoing SGA president,
to Msu--Presfdent~c .~Nel so-n Grote.

When the Fund reaches-$50-;ooo-;-schoTarshfps--

wi l l be awarded.
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley)
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May 4, 1988
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, Ky.--:rhe Morehead State University Student Government Association
recently adcled $8,000 fo its SGA SC:h-olarship Endowment Funcl, bringing the total·
up to $21,000.
The fund, established .in 1985, is administered through the MSU Foundation.
Scholarships will be ~warded when the fund reaches $50,000.
The SGA is striving to get enough money to begin a11arding scholarships,
according to Steve Strathmann, outgoing SGA president. "By giving scholarships,
the student body is rewarding other students for their efforts," he said.
"We hope to give scholarships on an annual basis,'' Strathmann said. "This
will help increase recruitment and retention."
Proceeds from the SGA-sponsored concert Expose yielded $5,600 and a bill
passed at the last SGA meeting netted an additional $2,400--making .up the latest
deposit.
"We are very pleased the Association recognized the need to build its Endowment
Fund," said Larry Stephenson, Uni ve_rsi ty Center and Student Acti vi ti es di rector and
SGA adviser. "Once tne $50,000 goal is reached, students wil 1 see the benefits in
the scholarships whi'ch will be awarded. This is a big step forward," Stephenson said.
The SGA hopes to add additional monies to the fund when the World Wrestling
Federation comes to the MSU campus for a June 2 wrestling ·bout. The entire proceeds
from that event will go into the SGA Endowment Fund.
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MEMORANDUM

MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

}h

TO:

Carol Becker

FROM:

Larry Stephenson()\

DATE:

May 9, 1988

RE:

Workstudy Position for James A. Parker

I have received approval from Mike Mincey to assign James A.
Parker, ID# 0140479, SS# 271-76-1078, as a 40 hour workstudy for
the period May 23, 1988, thru August 20, 1988, in the Office
of University Center/Student Activities.
I have also talked with Tim Rhodes in regard to the means of paying this workstudy. If Andy can qualify for a federal workstudy
we have no problem. However, if he does not qualify for
federal, I will have funds available in Account 10-557360-50107,
to provide payment for the period May 23, 1988 thru June 30, 1988.
This would be a six week period and woud neces s itate $804.00 in
funds (6 weeks x 40 hours x $3.35). Funds would need to be
approved for the time period of July 3, 1988, to August 20, 1988,
a seven week period totaling $938.00
·Please adv ise me a s t o the proper procedure n ecess ary to receive
approval for Andy as he is needed t o work during the time period
indicated with the SOAR programs, etc.
sm
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'v1EMORANDUM

MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

Ll

TO:

Carol Becker

FROM:

Larry Stephens ond))

DATE:

May 9, 1988

RE:

Student Government Association
Executive Committee Workships

The fol l owing students have been elected to the Executive
Committee of the Student Government Association:
,~~
James A . Parker

(271-76- 1078)
Karen Anne Franklin

(290-78-3609)
Buffeny R . McCoy

(406-29-9814)
Bernard L . McKay

(403-08-5611)
Dennis M. 0 ' Har a ,/

(109-64-1979)
Chris D. Hart

(405 - 13- 3581)

President

(ID# 140479)
t.:.J .,-'{
17'\\. ~

Vice President

(ID # 123655)

~h~~
. ~
~-\'-"'~lr"'-

~-\: \\

( IDU 168803)

... ,1 ~~~"
OT'
),
$' ~~"~

Treasurer

)

( I DU 161304)

\

Secretary

'i1

...

(.

Public Relations Direc t o r s ~U'"j,

(ID # 132115)
Programs Director \

(ID // 163344)

l

~

.

,;~i ~~
(.,
~
, -:1 N~t-' .\.v:

Please determine a nd notify me of the status of each f or a 10
hour workstudy for the Fall Semester 1988, and Spring Semester
1989 . Andy Parker i s to be granted a 20 hour workstudy from thel
Scholarship Account. As we discussed today, each officer is
.S
granted the wor tudy , and for ~hose officers other than Andy,
not qua_l ifying f r a Federal Workstudy, the SGA will utilize
t h eir f u nds tor -imburse for a n institutional workstudy.
sm
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Mr. Jim Morton

FROM:

Mr. Larry Stephenson

DATE:

May 9, 1988

RE:

Student Government Association Scholar~hips for
Executive Officers

Ii>

The Student Government Association Executive Committee members
are to receive the following amounts for each of the 1988-89
Fall and Spring Semesters:
.,,

James A. Parker . .
· (SS# 271-76-1078)
(ID # 140479)

$100 (SGA ) + ($200) = $300 .00
(Univ .)

Karen Anne Franklin.
(SS # 290 - 78-3609)
(ID# 123655)

$100 (SGA)

= $100.00

Buffeny R. McCoy . ✓ •
(SS# 406-29-9814 )
(ID# 168803)

$100 (SGA)

= $100 .00

$100 (SGA)

= $100 . 00

$100 (SGA)

$100.00

$1 00 (SGA)

= $100.00

I .

Bernard L. McKay .
(SS# 403 - 08-5611 )
(ID/I 161304)

Dennis M. O'Hara . /
(SS# 109-64-19 79)
(ID/I 132115)
Chris D. Ha rt. .
(SS/1 405-13-3581 )
(ID // 163344)

I

In the past, the SGA has been bill ed for 6 scholarships per
semester at $100 each. That procedure may again be followed .
sm
xc:

Mr. Mike Mincey
Mr. Andy Parker

Student
Government
Association
More head State University

•

UPO Box 1331

•

Morehead, Ke ntucky 40351

•

606-783-2298

SPRING BREAK TRIPS
Ft . Myers
$285 .00
Ho liday Inn
Beachfront,

nitelife in walking distance

Ft. Lauderdale
$209. 00
May hire security personnel
4 hotels to be chosen by agency
Daytona Beach
$23 9 . 00
4 hote l s to be chosen by agency
$215.00
Whiteha ll Inn - l as t year trip
Key West
$299 . 00
4 ho tels t o be chosen by agency
$275.00
Ramada on the Gulf
Arrangements for spending 1 night down in Orlando
and 1 night bac k in Orlando , if desired
Sou th Padre
$279. 00
Holiday Inn - Vista De l Mar
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UPDATE ON CONCERTS

Belinda Carlisle - $15,000 - $20,000
Available April and May
I•

The Alarm - $10,000 - $12,000
mid-March
George Thorogoo d - $25,000 and up
end of March
first of April
Lisa Lisa - $17,500 - $2S;OOO
April; increase $5,000 with Expose
The Jets - $20,000 and up
after Spring Break, may be
Stephanie Mills - $15,000 plus local production
March and April
pebbie Gibson (Shake Your Love) - $12,500 plus local
with Pret t y Poison (Catch Me I'm Falling)
, generally available
Midnight Star - $20,000 plus local
Winter months
Ray Parker and Regina Bell - $17,500 plus local
February thru Spring
YES - $50,000 inclusive
generally available
Starship - $15,000 plus $8500 production
March 19 thru April 6
Stephen Wright (comedian) - $15,000
April, likes weekends

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
SPRING ELECTION RULES

1988
The following are rules by which the campaigning will be governed. Should
there be any violation s of them, then action may be taken against the
individual concerned.
A.

Student Government Association Executive Offices must be elected by
the full-time undergraduate and graduate student body at Morehead
State University.

B.

Any candidate for the Executive Committee must meet the qualifications
set forth in the Student Government Association Constitution .

C.

In order for a student to vote in the election; he must be a full-t i me
student at Morehead State University and must present his valid ID
card at the polls on election day or at the Office of University Center/
Student Activities when obtaining an absentee ballot.

D.

Should the student be off-campus during the hours of an election, the
student may vote b y absentee ballot, which may be obtained from the
Office of University Center/Student Activities prior to the election.
Procequres for absentee voting are outlined below.
1.

The student may obtain an absentee ballot within three business
days preceding the election day .

2.

The student shall request and complete the ballot at the Office of
University Center/Student Activities, 2nd floor of ADUC, during
normal business hours.

3.

Upon completion, the ballot shall be sealed, placed in the
envelope provided,- and left at the Office of University Center/
Student Activities. All absentee ballots shall be opened and
tabulated at 3:00 p.m. on the date of the election. The results
of the absentee votes shall be announced immediately following
the close of the polls .

E.

The polls will be open during the hours of 10 : 00 a . m. and 5:00 p.m.
on the days designated at ADUC.

F.

There will be no campaigning within fifty feet of the polls .

G.

There shall be no campaigning inside ADUC on election day.

H.

All political advertising should be put on bulletin boards which are
designated for general use and/or other areas designated by the
Student Government Association . There will be a limit of one (1)
poster per candidate per S . G.A . board, not to exceed 16 inches by
24 inches . No campaigning materials will be allowed in classrooms,
on trashcans, departmental bul l etin boards, utility poles, buildings,
doors, trees, or other places deemed inappropriate by the

Lesiglative Action Committee. If any candidate questions whether
a board is departmental or not, the head of the department must
be consulted. Campaign signs may be displayed on the automobiles
of the candidate's supporters with the approval of the registrant
of the auto. No campaign literature is to be placed on any door
within the residence halls at any time. Window space in a residence
hall room may be used in the occupants of the room with the understanding that said occupants be responsible for this privilege.
Candidates must ask permission of residence hall directors to use
lobby bulletin boards.
I.

No adhesive backed campaign materials shall be used.

J.

The Student Government Association logo may not be used on any
campaign material.

K.

Campaign rallies will be held only with the permission of the Office
of University Center/Student Activities.

L.

Candidates for an office may campaign after, and only after, they
have properly filed for candidacy with the Student Government
Association Office.

M.

Any candidate's campaign material may be removed only by the
candidate himself, his campaign chairman, or a designated representative.
On election day, a designated representative of the Legislative Action
Corrnnittee will remove all campaign material in ADUC.

N.

Any person voting or attempting to vote more than once will be brought
before the Student Court.

0.

All posted campaign materials must be removed the day after the
General Election.

P.

Each candidate may list a campaign chairman and the telephone number
of the campaign chairman.

Q.

Political activities such as meetings, rallies, parades, conferences,
speeches, information booths, necessitating physical arrangements
should be scheduled through the Office of University Center/Student
Activities.

R.

Activities such as conferences and parades should not interfere with
the regular academic schedule of the University .

S.

All campaign literature distributed through the University Post Office
or Residence Hall mail boxes must be properly addressed with the name
and appropriate box number, as well as, name of sender except for
one stuffing per candidate of the mail boxes in the residence halls
during an all - campus election.
(The Eagle, page 7)

T.

The distribution of campaign material in residence halls and in
married student housing must be approved by the Office of Student
Housing . No under-the door distribution of material will be approved
for elections.

U.

Political banners are to be displayed only during approved rallies
or parades, and only with the approval of the Office of University
Center/Student Activities .
No sound systems (electrical or battery amplification) are to be used
without the permission of the Office of University Center/Student
Activities .

W.

Any candidate speech or formal discussion to be held in a residence
hall must be scheduled through the Office of Student Housing. This
type of activity must be confined to the lobby.

X.

The name of the person (candidate or campaign chairman) responsible
for preparing the campaign material must appear on the material.
Example:

Paid for and/or prepared by John Doe, Candidate or
Paid for and/or prepared by Susie Smith, Campaign Chairman
for John Doe .

Y.

A candidate is responsible for all campaign materials and activities
relating to his candidacy; therefore, he should approve all activities
r _e lated to his candidacy that are conducted by his campaign chairman
or supporters.

Z.

No candidate may name, or in any way, refer to his opponent in any
campaign literature, unless physical proof (such as documents, papers,
signatures, etc.) of all statements made in the literature can be
documented.
A person accused of violating an election regulation may, at the
discretion of the Student Court, have a hearing before the Student
Court. Any charges against a candidate or his campaign shall be
registered in writing with the Executive Committee, or the Director
of University Center/Student Activities.

Primary Election
Tuesday, April 5, 1988, 10 a.m. to 5 p . m. , ADUC, First Floor
General Election
Tuesday, April 19, 1988, 10 a.m . to 5 p.m., ADUC, First Floor
Student Regent Election (if necessary)
Sign Ups - April 20, 10 a . m. to 5 p.m., SGA Office
April 21, 10 a . m. to 4 p.m., SGA Office
Candidates Meeting - April 21, 5 p.m., East Room
Election Date - April 28, 10 a.m. to 5 p . m. , ADUC, First Floor

